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TODAY:
Cloudy.
High: Mid
50s. Low:
4o to 45.
SATURDAY: Showers.
High: 50 to 55. Low: 45.
SUNDAY: Dry.
High: 50.
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Source: National Weather Service

The Student Newspaper of Murray State University
New s
Faculty and administration
have formed a committee to
investigate the need for child
care open to both faculty
and staff on campus.

Real lives go

nline

BY TARA SHELBY
AssiSTANT COUEGf LIFE EDITOR

See page

2

Oph'd
Stevie Lowry,
sophomore
journalism
major from
Saint Francis,
discusses why
more people should smile on
campus and how it would
improve everyone's lives.
See page 5

CollegeL!le
Antibiotics can be beneficial
to you when used correctly.
When used incorrectly, they
can cause harm. Learn how
and when to use them from
a professional.

See page

8

Sports
Murray State's reserve
forward Mike Turner has
provided the Racers with
quality minutes off the bench
this season, but his religious
beliefs and positive attitude
have added intangibles that
cannot be counted in
statistics.
Seapage

14

TheNews Online

College students are now
able to peak in on others' lives
by watching students through
an Internet program called
WebDorm.
The Internet site CollegeWeb.com began its interactive program on Feb. 1 in various schools across New England. Eight students agreed to
place cameras in their dorm
rooms and the images are
broadcast live on the Internet.
More areas throughout the
country will be added later in
the semester.
The purpose of this site is to
break the stereotypical college
student
image,
Allison
Mahoney, CollegeWeb.com's
marketing manager, said. The
student-run
organization
wanted to show there is more
going on than just studying
and partying.
"We expect to have two audiences," Mahoney said. "There
will be college students who
want to know what these other
colleges are like and also
prospective students."
Students who want to partie·
ipate in the program have to
first fill out applications, send
in pictures and be interviewed
by the CollegeWeb.com staff.
"We are looking for responsible, mature, interesting people," Mahoney said.
•
New people will be chosen
each school term.
Mahoney said so far the

aCrime: A white male
wearing a hooded gray
sweatsuit exposed his penis
to a Murray State employee
Tuesday night.
BY D ENISE HIGGINS
AsSOCIATE EDITOR

Photo illustration by Brian Howell

schools she has heard from
think this is a good idea and
they like the publicity.
Students on Murray's campus had mixed reactions when
asked if they would participate
in this program.
'1 wouldn't because I would
feel like I had no privacy;"
Laura Lorenz, junior from
Shawneetown, Mo., said.
"ActUally 1 woUld because
never. in my room except to
occasionally sleep," Her.bert
Hoke, freshman from Elizabethtown, said.
Students also said they

rm

would be afraid of getting
themselves in trouble if people
were watching their every
move.
"We ask students to place the
camera where there are no

compromising
activities,"
Mahoney said. "Also they can
turn the camera otT or cover it
up when they need privacy."
Mahoney adds while the
organization wants this to be a
realistic and uncensored view
into the college students' lives,
it does not condone illegal
behaviors and asks students to
use their better judgment

when they are on camera
Many students said they
would be interested in viewing
the site, even if they would not
want to be on it.
"rd probably turn it on just to
check it out, but it wouldn't
become my daily soap opera,"
Stacey Buchanan, a junior
from Henderson, said.
But
Nicole
Holtgrefe
expressed doubt about how
realistic the site could be.
"They're either acting really
fnke to entertain people," she
said. "Or they'll be too boring to
really watch."
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A woman was just doing her
job when she was accosted, not
once but twice, by a man exposing himself outside Wilson Hall
Tuesday night.
As a building service technician for Murray State, she was
routinely locking the west door
facing the Business Building
when it happened. She saw a
hooded white male, approximately 5-foot-8-inches tall with
a slender build, dressed in a
gray sweatsuit and walking
south toward Sparks Hall. He
was exposing his penis to her .
"I was shocked," the woman
said. "For a moment I didn't
know what was going on and
then, when I realized what was
happening, I began laughing.
That's the only thing I knew to
do -laugh that is."
She laughed, turned around
and walked to the northwest
door facing the Quad. When
she arrived at the door, she
looked out the window and saw
Please see

FLASHER/16

Network installer arrested for theft
•Arrest: An employee of Data
Technologies Inc. was arrested
Monday on charges of theft by
unlawful taking and forgery in the
second degree.

unlawful taking of a toolbox, a digital
camera and a laser pointer.
The forgery charge is in connection
with three checks stolen from Masoud
Meshkat, post doctorate researcher for
geosciences, Saturday.
Meshkat said $1,100 had been cashed
BY CHRISTINE H ALL
from his account.
NEWS EDITOR
Data Technologies Inc., a local data,
The theft of materials from various voice and fiber optic installation compaprofessors in the geosciences depart- ny based out of southern Florida, has
ment Monday has led to the arrest of been networking various buildings
former Data Technologies Inc. employee around campus for approximately two
John
Price.
years.
Price has been charged with forgery
Jeff Wooten, business development
in the second degree and theft by manager for Data Technologies Inc.,

w..

said Price had been working for the
company a short time.
"At the time of the incident, he had
only been working for 30 days," he said.
"Because of this incident we are investi·
gating right now background checks on
employees."
Brenda Rowland, assistant with information systems, said no one has made
any complaints to her about Data Tech·
nologies Inc.
"Absolutely not, I have not heard anything," she said.
·
Jeanne Scafella, chairwoman of the
journalism and mass communications
department, said she has voiced con-

Earwood opposes fee increase
Intermural basketball is
underway. Get the latest
scores and information on
our website at
www.thenews.org.

Wilson
flas·h er
scares
worker

•Fees: A housing fee increase
to cover the cost of sprinklers
·in the residential colleges will
be voted on at the next Board of
Regents meeting.
BY REKA AsHLEY

Todd Earwood:
The Student Government Association
president will vote
against students paying
for increased housing
costs from the
sprinkler instillation
planned this summer.

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

On Feb. 12 the Board of Regents
will vote on increases in the prices of
meal plans and in the prices of campus housing for the next academic
year.
"Housing is going to increase quite
a bit," Todd Earwood Student Government Association President said.
"Usually it increases anywhere from
four to six percent. Unfortunately, it
is going to far surpass that for the
next academic year."
It is not the standard increase in
food prices that is making Earwood
and students unhappy. It is the
housing fee that will likely skyrocket
next year.
"Usually the meal plan increases
between two and three percent each
year," he said. "The reason given is
that food cost is constantly increas·
ing and because of inflation."
Earwood said the added housing
cost is because of the sprinkler sys·

..

tern and fire safety equipment Murray State students will be funding.
"The sprinklers and the equipment
will cost an estimated 4 to 5 million
dollars," he said. "I believe these
things are needed, but students
should not have to pay for them."
Earwood believes these things
should have already been in place.
"Sprinklers will be put in each
room, security cameras will be
installed in the entrances and there
will be more call boxes," Earwood
said. "There will also be an upgrade
in fire alarms and new windows will
be put in Elizabeth College that
open."
Earwood said the additions are
positive, but the cost is high for students.
"Some students are going to have
trouble paying the additional co::;t,"
he said.
"
Earwood is hopeful the state legis-

lature will help with funding for the
fire safety improvements, but it will
not convene again anytime soon. The
only way to find out quickly would be
if the governor would call a special
session, and he has already said he
will not do this.
"If we do not get support from the
state legislature, students will see
another huge increase in housing
· cost the next year as well," he said.
Earwood said he will vote against
students footing the bill for the sprinklers and new equipment, but he is
doubtful things will go his way.
"Everyone knows it has to be done,
because a mandate has been handed
down," he said.
Earwood said the installation of
the sprinklers will begin being
installed the Monday after classes
are finished. He said they should be
finished a week to 10 days' before
school starts.
Earwood said if the increases in
cost do happen , it may become just as
cheap to live off campus as it is to live
on campus.
"I think the University will definitely need to have more incentives
and renovations if they want to keep
s tudents in the dorms," he said. "It
will be interesting to see the number
of students on campus next year."

cerns regarding work after hours.
"They have left doors open when no
people were in range," she said. "We did
ask they lock the doors when they are
not in the area. We have not noticed
anything missing yet."
Wooten said so far there have been no
complaints from the University about
Data Technologies Inc.
"We have a pretty good reputation
with Murray State,". he said.
Wooten said they have not taken any,
legal action against Price, but it may be
an option.
Price is scheduled to to appear in
district court on Feb. 15.

KCTCS votes
on satellite
site next week
•Hopkinsville: The extended campus
site proposed by President Alexander will
be voted on next week.
·
BY j ENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Kentucky Community and Technical College System will vote on a proposal next week
which would alloV{ Murray State to construct a
regional postsecondary education center at a
site off the Hopkinsville Community College
campus.
Even before the legislation to allocate money
for the facility was approved last year, the
KTCTS voted to have the building on the Hopkinsville campus," John Yates, director of the
Center for Continuing Education, said. "They
have to vote now to rescend the previous vote."
Yates said he anticipated an approval of t he
draft at the next meeting, which would allow •
the University to take the next step in acquiring land. In the new proposal he said the wording had also been changed to allow HCC,
Please see

HOPKINSVILLE/16

New-s
News Briejs
·. Business study
program available
in New Zealand
Murray is offering a twoweek international business seminar in Auckland
and Wellington, New
Zealand, June 15 to 30.
The cost of the program
is $3, 195, including roundtrip transportation from
U.S. cities, accommodations, meals, program visits, airport transfers and
excursions.
The application deadline
is March I . For more information contact Lila Waldman at 762-4198 or Ron
Cella at 762-4532.

Social Security ·
assistance available
Citizens needing assistance with their Social
Security claims may visit
the agency's Mayfield office
five days a week, or call on
a representative during
scheduled times in Fulton,
Hickman and Murray.
• Appointments to visit
the Mayfield office can be
made by calling 1-502-2478095. The office is open 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. and is located at 3 18 S. 7th Street,
two blocks south of the
~ courthouse and directly
across from the unemployment office.

·c alloway Health
Departrrlent gives
free H IV testing
Cindy Morgan, registered nurse and HIV test. ing specialist, will offer free
HIV testing on Feb. 16
from 8:30 a.m. to 3:39 p.m.
at the Calloway County
Health Department.
For more information
phone the Health Depart~ ·ment at 753-3381 .
! '
'I

Complaint filed
with state after
charges dropped

The Murray State News
February 5, 1999

Show m e t he money

•Complaint: An unidentified parent of a student
originally arrested on charges relating to the Hester fire
filed a complaint currently under investigation by the
Attorney General.
GREG STARK
STAFF WRITER

The parent of a student originally indicted in the fatal Hester
College fire filed a complaint against Commonwealth attorney
Mike Ward with the state attorney general's office after the
charges were dropped.
Corey Bellamy, assistant communications director of the state
attorney general's office in Frankfort, said the complaint was
received Jan. 12. He said the complaint was being reviewed by a
staff attorney, and a response letter to the parent was being prepared and would be sent later this week.
Bellamy said after the response was received by the parent, both
the complaint by the parent and the response letter to the parent
would be released to the public.
"We will release the parent's letter and our response after the
parent has received our response."

Laura Deaton/The News

From left to right: Patricia G reer from Murray, Justin Young from Paducah, Joshua
H aines from Florence, and Stephanie Judy from Elizabethtown battle stacks of applicat ions in the Scholarship office that were submitted.

Childcare facility ·in the works for MSU
would not have attended college because they had children.
"I believe there are potential
students like this out there," he
said. "Also, the federal governBY REKA ASHLEY
to take children.' ' ment is very behind getting
ASSISTANT News EDITOR
people who could benefit from
-STEVE HORWOOD,
education back to school."
Many students who are
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
Horwood believes parents
moms and dads often run into
will be attracted to this form of
GRAPIUIC ARTS TECHNOLOGY
difficulty finding sufficient
care because it will not just be a
childcare to fit. their crazy class
babysitter, but a teacher.
schedules. Parents with one
"We envision a childcare cenpast and mentioned it again,
class at 9:30 a.m. and another
ter without a television1" he
this year."
at 6 p.m. play a constant balsaid.
"This will be a place
Horwood said University
ancing act between school,
where
children learn and do
President Kern Alexander was
work and their children.
very interested in the idea of structured educational activiFortunately, the problem of creating a facility for students ties."
finding trustworthy individuals here. He said Alexander asked
Another benefit to parents
to watch children while student him to form a committee to look 'Yho take classef.l would be a
parents' atte'n<! class may indepth at the proposal.
University ·chtldcare c-enter's
become a thing of the past. A
'~The committee is in the hours. Currently, most of the
•
newly formed committee heiid- process of getting out a needs childcare centers in town only
ed by Steve Horwood, associate assessment survey for faculty stay open until 5 or 5:30 p.m.
professor of graphic arts tech- and students," he said. 'We This is very inconvenient for
nology, is seriously looking into already know there is a need, parents who are interested in
the creation of a childcare facil- we just need to· have the num- taking night classes. Parents
ity on campus.
hers to back it up."
have to search for willing rela"Most institutions the size of
Horwood said the idea is not tives or expensive babysitters
Murray State have a place to to take away business from to watch the children from 6 to
take children," Horwood said. local childcare providers but to 9 p.m.
"We are interested in filling
"I brought the topic up in the attract students who previously

•Child Care: Murray
State University is interest· ' 'Most institutions
ed in opening a center for
the size of Murray
faculty and students.
State have a place

.

•

•

•
•
~

~
~
~
~

~
~

Briefs compiled by Heather
. Martin,
staff writer.

ray Day Care only remains
open until5:30 p.m. Elkins said
there is also a need for infant
care, because most daycare
facilities can only take a limited number.
"You can only have one worker per five infants, whereas I
can have one worker with ten
older children," she said.
Elkins said she was surprised
the University did not try to
develop a childcare center sooner.
"I think there is room for
another childcare center in
Murray," she said. "It would be
good for the University."
Many students who are parents on campus agreed.
Audrey Clark, ~other ~nd
student, said she believes instituting a University childcare
facility would be wonderful.
"I know I would use it," she
said.
Leslie Davis, another parent
on campus, said she also sa w it
as an excellent idea.
"There are a lot of people
around here who don't have
family to watch their children."

Freshman orientation
changes postpon~d

•

:... New nature license
,. plate up for vote
The Kentucky Heritage
Land Conservation Fund
Board is requesting input
for a new license plate.
People with a valid Kentucky drivers license can
vote on the next nature
license plate. The choices
are: a Kentucky bass, a
bobcat, a white-tail deer
or Kentucky's state butterfly, the Viceroy, on a goldenrod stem:
A ballot is available
online on the Kentucky
Department for Natural
Resources
page
at
www.nr.state.ky.us/nrepc/d
nr/plates.html or by contacting Caragh Molony at
the Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources at
1-800-858-1549.
Last names and valid dr iver's license numbers are
required for the vote to
count. Ballots must be in
by March 31 .
For further information,
contact Caragh Molony at
564-4336.

in these gaps," Horwood said.
Horwood said his committee
can only do so much, and then
the project would have to be
turned over to people who have
done something similar in
another school, in Layman's
terms, someone who could
make the vision a reality.
"We ideally want something
in place next year," he said.
"However, there are a lot of
hoops and gov~rnment bureaucracy we have to get through."
Melissa Elkins, owner and
director of Murray Day Care,
said while the development of a
University childcare facility
may take away from her business, she believes it is a good
idea.
"Pr obably about one-third of
the children that go here are
faculty or students' children,"
she said. "But most would probably stay because we have more
of a home environment. Most of
the kids have grown up together."
Elkins said she has a lot of
customers who have evening
classes, so there is a need. Mur-.

•Orientation:The University
plans to incorporate residen·
tial colleges in the freshman
orientation classes.

Source Student Affairs

Orian How ell/ The News

student affairs, said the c})ange is
being delayed because of time constraints.
"The decision was there's not
enough time to work it through
BY DONALD LAWSON
the (academic) council,'' Robertson
ONLINE EDITOR
said. "We didn't feel there was
A proposed change to freshmen enough time to explain the change
orientation classes by the Univer- to the council."
sity college heads has been put on
Originally, the plan was to
the back burner.
implement the class so 1t would be
The change would add a one ready for fall 1999. Now the
hour lab focusing mainly on camchange may not occur until fall of
pus and residential college life
with the normal one hour portion 2000. With a year delay, the plan
focusing on the students' selected may have some changes but
Robertson said the main idea will
field of study.
Don Robertson , vice president of stay the same.

Senator gives primary attention to Murray State
•Government: Joey Pendleton,
senator from Hopkinsville, ts
making Murray State a top
priority.
BY GREG STARK
STAFF WRITER

Sen. Joey Pendleton <D - Hopkinsville ,) new president pro tern of the
state senate, has two issues dealing
with Murray State currently on the
senate's agenda a nd said he is willing to
entertain requests from the University
for additional items for future consideration.
"We are in the process of working on
some things rig-ht. now," hl' said. ··we
don't want to put those things out right

now. We are looking at what Lhe people
of Murray State will want."
Pendleton, an MSU graduate, was
elected president pro tern when the senate met in January. One of his first priorities is the expansion of Murray
State, including issues concerning the
'extended campus at Hopkinsville and
the construction of an animal pasteurization plant on the North Farm. ·
Pendleton said an advisory board concerning the Hopkinsville extension is
being set up and the construction of the
plant on the North Farm should be
complete by the first part of March. The
new plant will reprocess animal waste
for use as products for fa rmers. s uch as
feed a nd terllhzer .
Pendleton has been employed by the

University as its farm operations manager. He said he will soon be upgraded
to being a full-time employee of the
University, but Y.'ill keep the same position.
"I've had a full -time job, but they've
had me classified as a temporary
employee," he said. ''f'll be doing the
same thing I'm doing now."
Pendleton said more issues concerning the University will be brought to
the forefront of the senate in the near
future.
"We are looking at issues the University is interested in and we will look at
taking those to the seriate soon," he
said. "We need to look at extending
Murray's presence in the state and area
1:u1d a round western Kentucky.··
J ohn Yates, dean of the Center for

Continuing Education , s aid Pendleton's
political power would be a plus for the
University and its projects.
"1 think obviously when you have supporters of the University in high political positions it can be a help for us," he
said. "For the extension of the Hopkinsville campus, he was responsible
for getting the funding in the first
place."
Yates said the advisory board was in
place for the Hopkinsville extension to
see what the city's citizens thought <•f
the project.
"The advisory board will be there to
help Dr. (Kern) Alexander, Hopkinsville Community College and West
Kentucky Tech to see what the pube of
the people in Hopkinsville is."

New-s
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Locally-owned bank to open in Murray
•Bank: A new bank is get- Murray needs right now.
"One was needed in the
ting all the paperwork in
area,"
he said. "Recent mergers
proper order to open somea
nd
acquisitions
also made it
time in the near future.
possible to bring a bank to
Murray."
BY CHRISTINE HALL
The organizers chose the
NEWS EDITOR
bank's name carefully.
"Since it was going to be
Murray is anticipating the
arrival of a cleverly-named local, we wanted the name of
Murray to be represented,"
bank in the spring.
The Murray Bank, which Gibson said. "The organizers
filed charter and application felt strongly about this."
David Graham1 owner of
last fall with BancKentucky
Inc., a financial services hold- Paschall Truck Lines, is one of
ing company, is being orga- the organizers of the bank and
nized by 10 local business and said the bank will help Murray.
community leaders.
"The timing was right for a
Ronnie Gibson, who will locally-owned bank," he said.
serve as president and chief "It will create some economic
executive officer of the bank, opportunities and will be good
said the new bank is just what for the community."

The bank colors will be deep
blue and metallic gold. The logo
will depict a hardwood leaf.
"Determining our name and
graphic identity completes
another important step in our
bank's development and brings
us closer to opening," Rick
Jones, a Murray attorney who
serves as the bank's chairman,
said. "Now that we've determined our name and logo, we
can move forward to stock solicitation and the opening of the
bank."
Gibson said when the bank
opens it will offer many opportunities for students .t o open
accounts.
"We will have the standard
array of accounts for students
who want to start an account or

Researchers obtain
facUlty ranking
STAFF REPORT

At the beginning of the fall
semester, nine researchers at
the Breathitt Veterinary Center, an extension of Murray
State located in Hopkinsville,
were awarded faculty rank,
narrowing the gap between the
facility and the University.
University President Kern
Alexander recognized the need
to make the center a bigger
academic part of Murray State.
He said this change is a ful.
fillment of a dream and one
that merited recognition for
the teaching, research and service the center is involved in
and its professors are devoted
to.
Students who take classes in
the animal healt h tech nology

area can now take advantage of
the change.
In past years most of the
classes were taught at the
Breathitt facility, but now students will have classes four
days a week at Murray State
and travel to Hopkinsville only
one day a week.
The Breathitt Veterinary
Center was established as a
veterinary diagnostic laboratory by the Kentucky Depart..
ment of Agriculture more than
30 years ago.
It was the first laboratory in
the nation to be fully accredited by the American Association
of Veterinary Laboratory Diagnosticians.
Because the facility is accredited, the BVC can perform all
of the basic diagnostic tests
required by the AAVLD.

just move their money," he
said. "We also plan to participate in the student loan program."
Other
bank
organizers
include Tripp Furches, owner
of Furches Farms, Stuart Poston of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, Robert Swift of
Swift Roofing Company, David
Taylor of Taylor Bus Sales, Inc.
and Charles Tucker, general
and vascular surgeon.
Gibson said the application
for the bank is still pending
with government agencies.
The new bank will be located
at the comer of Glendale Road
and Whitnell Avenue, the former location of Charlie's Pharmacy.

Greek Enrollment
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Policel3eat
Jan. 28,1999
1:53 p.m. Campus severe weather sirens were mechanically activated. All
equipment was property working. The sirens are located on top of Lovett
Auditorium, Woods Hall and Springer College.
8:39 p.m. A citation was issued to Jodie Orr of Puryear, Tenn., for disregarding a stop sign.
11:18 p.m. A noise complaint was reported on the 300 block of College
Courts.
Jan.29,1999
8:50 p.m. A citation was issued to David S. Reid for failure to stop at a
stop sign.
Jan.30,1999
12:22 a.m. A noise cOmplaint was reported for skateboarders behind
Franklin College.
12:58 p.m. A noise complaint was reported on the 700 block of College
Courts.
1:20 a.m. A noise complaint was reported on the 700 block of College
Courts.
7:37p.m. A citation was issued to Corey D. Julian for disregarding a stop
sign.
7:55 p.m. There was a report of a person pointing a laser at motorists on
Chestnut Street. The person was found in Clark College.
9:39 p.m. A citation was issued to Charles W. Cadwell for disregarding a
stop sign.
Jan.31,1999
12:00 a.m. The Murray Fire Department was dispatched to Ordway Hall
for a false fire alarm.
1:40 a.m, There was a report of a fight at the Alpha Tau Omega house.
The Murray Police Department backed up Public Safety.
5:00 p.m. While on normal patrol, an officer observed a dead goose and
several dead ducks at John Robertson Road and College Farm Road. The
case was tumed over to a Fish and Wildlife officer.

Feb.1,1999
1:53 p.m. Wilson Hall reported the theft of a camera and laser pointer.
2:45 p.m. An ambulance was dispatched to Faculty Hall for a person who
fell in the hallway. The person went to Student Health Services.
3:18p.m. A, child pulled a fire alarm in the Special Education Building.

Feb.2,1999
8:42 a.m. The Murray Fire Department responded to a fire alarm in
Franklin College Am. 106 for a person cooking In their room.
3:18 p.m. There was an auto accident on University Drive. No injuries
were reported.
7:27 p.m. A citation was Issued to Patricia 0 . Gust for disregarding a stop
sign, no registration and no insurance.
8:34 p.m. A worker reported seeing a flasher near Wilson Hall with a
description of white male wearing a grey sweat suit and having a white
beard. The person was gone when officers arrived.
Feb.3, 1999

-

~are

8:50 p.m. A citation was Issued to Felicia M. Nix for disregarding a stop

ase

on~ofthe

.ratland~
!0111~6 of t.hat year.

MIN
••••• WOMEN

sign and having no operator's license.
Note: John W. Price, a non-student and former employee of Data Technologies, has been charged with theft of property and personal checks
from Wilson Hall. He is also charged with the forgery of three checks. He
is to appear In Calloway County District Court on Feb. 15.
Racer Escorta - 15

Motorist As•lsta - 9

Information for Police Beat Is gathered and complied by Christine Hall,

Source: Student Affairs

Brian HowelV The Ne

news editor. from materials available from the Public Safety office.

Omicron De ta Kappa

AAD

National Leadership Honor Society
Murray State University Circle
Spring 1999

-

The membership committee of Omicron Delta Kappa is now accepting
applications from qualified students. The minimum criteria that must
be met by a student to be eligible for consideration are as follows:

t

I

~~

I

A. · Junior, Senior, or Graduate standing
B. Rank in the upper 55% of class
C. One semester in residence at Murray State University
D. Attainment of special distinctions in at least TWO of
the following five areas:
1. Scholarships
2. Athletics
3. Campus Activities, Religious Activities~ Social Service
4. Journalism, Speech, and the Mass Media
5. Creative and Performing Arts
All Applications may be picked up at the Student Affairs Office
in Ordway Hall and returned by Feb. 19 at 4:30 p.m.

''Lowest Rates In Town''

Ford
. Authorized Rental
vehicles cars to vans
Requirements
At least 21 years of age, valid drivers license.
'-Major credit cards'!
tocaJ Pickup available

•

Parker Pord I.JncoJn-Mercury
•

Main St.
Downtown Murray
753 • 5273 Ask for wade
101

Congratulations
to the New Officers of ALlll.
President
Executive Vice President
Metnbership Education V.P.
Recruitment V.P..
Panhel/enic Delegate
Treasurer ·
Standards
Social
Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Historian
Scholarship
New Member Coordinator
Leadership
Guard
Formal Recruitment
Recruitment Information
Philanthropy
Alumnae Relations
· Public Relations
Open Recruitment
Assistant Treasurer
Property Manager
Gift Mart
Panhellenic Officer
Panhel/enic Rep.
Sports
Chaplain
Greek Events
Spirit

Emily Shipp
Shannon Walker
Liz Blankenship
Maria Locklear
Candace Carlisle
Suzanne Key
Amy Worthen
Beth Kurtz
Ashley Burgess
Lyndsey Walters
Sam Logan
Rachel Brooks
Riann Aldrich
Kim Hot
Jean Hiter
Stacey Buchanan
Angela Roark
Tammy Bailey
Amy Burgess
Natalie l;leavin
Angela Simpson
Allison Zollner
Ursula Thielen
Angela Roark
Kari McDonnough
Beth Kurtz
Ursula Thielen
Liz Blankenship
Kathleen Phelan
Karen Rahlfs
Chanda Swift

\
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Alexander brings recycled plans to MSU
Q•

Whai was your favorite

Super Bowl commercial and

why?
Name: Chris
Kelley

Major:
Advertising

Yeal": Junior
Hometown:
Miami, Fl.

"The
dalmations because it had a
good gimmick. That's the one
that stuck in my mind."
Name: Kalen
Helfrich

Major: .

The plan was to increase enrollment. expand our campus and build
one of the largest recreational facilities in this area. Does it sound familiar? It should, because these are
three of Kern Alexander's main ideas
and accomplishments he made when
he took the position of president for
Murray State University.
The kicker is the ideas are not that
new. He had the same ideas and
accomplishments when he was president at Western Kentucky Universi-

ty.
Alexander took the presidential
position at WKU in 1985 and was
there for two and a half years. He
arrived in Murray in 199-4.
Alexander's popular ideas were
exactly what he accomplished at
WKU. Enrollment did increase, most

gained for. After funding was Although plans for the structure
approved for the project, the Pre- were being made well before Alexanston
Center was built at WKU. The der's time, it was under his reign that
Issue: Kern Alexander
Preston Center was one of the RSEC was actually built.
repeats histo ry.
largest recreational facilities the caniIt seems history may be repeating
Position: MS U needs new
pus had ever seen.
itself. Of course, many students, facideas and programs.
Now that we know Alexander's · ulty and staff appreciate the efforts
history at WKU, look at the situa- that have been made by Alexander.
say because of Alexander. In 1984 tion in Murray.
But although he has brought many
the WKU enrollment was 11,771
In the fall of 1994, enrollment was ideas and plans, we are hearing the
and in 1988, upon Alexander's leav- at 7,960. The current enrollment is same old things.
ing, enrollment was 14, 121 . H i s 8,903. We would assume new proWKU is one of the most competiplan to expand that campus also grams such as Great Beginnings have tive schools in o.ur area, and Murray
went through. Under Alexander's probably helped keep a strong reten- State has to keep trying to be the
strong advisory, an extension of the tion rate.
best. When a president at one uniWKU campus was built in Glasgow.
Under Alexander's facilitation, the versity moves to another, he has to
Currently, the enrollment of this Crisp Center in Paducah was estab- bring more competitive ideas. We
facility is between 3,000 and 4,000.
lished and there seem to be .ongoing cannot be just like Western. We have
Another one of his ideas was to plans of expanding our campus to to be our own university with our
build a grand recreational facility for Hopkinsville, as well. And of course own programs. We must have new
the students, and this was also bar- the RSEC was built this past year. ideas and plans for the future.

Ou rllieu.'

Undeclared
Yeat": Freshman

My
Vieu;

Hometown:
Louisville

"The Budweiser commerc~als with the frogs
and dogs."

LORI
BURliNG

Name: Josh

Parking
creates
problem

Barnett

Major: Political
Science
Year: Junior

Hometown:
Eddyville

"Probably the
Bud commercial with the
dalmations and the firetruck."

Drugs, alcohol reach campus

Name: Dwaine
Willoughby
Major: Electrical
Engineering
Year: Junior

Hometown:
Mayfield

"The Busch
lobster commercial because
the specialty of the restaurant
took the bottles hostage."
Name: Cindy
Dawson

Major: Nursing
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Mayfield

"The one with
E.T. because I
grew up with E.T."

Ryan Brooks/Staff
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Looking out the window of
my room in Hart College, I
can see the campus winding
up as the day winds down.
The clouds create the vision
of a pastel kaleidoscope; cars
and people go about their
early evening business, filtering from the hub of campus into a thousand separate branches.
It is a beautiful sight from
above, our campus. It some·
times seems like the very
model of what people think
of as small town life. On the
surface, it is just a tiny college campus in a tiny college
town, in an uncrowded state
in the world's most prosperous and affiuent nation.
From my window, I watch
the people passing and
smoke the first Lucky Strike
of what promises to be a long
night. 1 do not know which of
these people my article will
pertain to; I am as ignorant
of their lives as they are of
the man watching them
from the window.
That is the way of things.
One can never tell who is
what. This story is about
drug culture, and the curious thing about drug culture
is it does not exist, at least
not in the traditional sense
of having a cohesive identity
and pattern of participants.
To try to discuss such a
topic through the traditional
journalistic senses, using
the five "\V"s and an "H" is
folly. At the same time, it is

college, only the most
extreme levels of alcoholism
are vilified.
()pinOf course, there is alt>o pot.
Here in Kentucky there is a
ion
longstanding joke our number one cash crop is the
greenleaf. It is no secret that
ROBERT
there is no shortage here on
BROWN
campus, and anyone with 40
bucks and some rolling
unfair to ignore them. Thus, papers is set.
As far as Murray is conthis article.
As I pause to take a quick cerned, that is it, right? The
pull of the Old Fashioned in small town triumvirate of
front of me and light up liquor, smokes and weed. All
another unfiltered smoke, that other stuff is in the farthe notion of "what" takes off land of Somewhere Else.
Wrong. If college can be
form.
My friend Jon said, "Col- called ..camp for alcoholics,"
lege is camp for alcoholics." it can be labeled a trade conCountless studies show this vention for every kind of
is true, but like cigarettes, drug imaginable. Uppers,
alcohol is on a different tier downers. stuff that just
than other drugs. It is curi- moveR your brain an inexous that smokes and the plicable drift of sideways.
sauce exist in a kind of mid- You name it, it is here.
dle ground between social Speed? Coke? Acid? Certainacceptance and stigma. They ly. PCP? Heroin? Not that I
are both drugs; however, know of, but certainly within
both are legal as long as the the realm of possibility.
This should not be surprisrestrictions put in place by
the government arc fol- ing. There is a misconcep·
tion drugs are an inner city
lowed.
These two drugs arc the problem, gangs and guns
most commonly abused and drugs, stuff in the news
nationally, and here in our and the movies. For lack of a
little berg of Murray. Smok- better term, it is bull, a carters and alcoholics are a dime load of Grade-A, 100 percent
a dozen. Booze and butts are racist and elitist crap.
It is just a matter of placeasy to get, legal to carry
and unobtrusive to use. ing blame. The drugs in
Though increasingly consid- small rural towns do not
ered lowbrow pastimes in come from inner cities.
many levels of society, say, There are meth labs in Cal-
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loway County, crack houses
in Paducah.
The government's villain is just as
much the clean-cut white
guy in Polo as it is the muchhyped black or Latino gangster in blue or red. Drugs are
colorblind,
genderblind,
boundaryblind, and they
always have been. It happened while America's drug
eJ<perts were not looking,
because they never knew
"where to look.
Drug users are not what
the government would like
you to think, either. Coke for
the Gap girl. Acid for the
bored frat guy. Pills for the
stressed-out pre-med major.
Valium for the unhappy
housewife. That is, no, this
is, drug culture.
What drugs? All of them.
Why? Every reason in the
book. How? Money and
phone numbers. When?
When you. need them or
want them or just have too
much free time. Who? Exactly, you tell me.
Where?
Where? Right here, at
Murray State University, in
the tiny college town ofMurray, in the uncrowded 'state
of Kentucky, right square in
the middle of the United
States, the most prosperous
and affiuent nation in the
world.

Robert Brown is a Junior
theatre and print journalism
major from Owensboro.

Jason Yates

Sports Edttor

Danny Vowell

Photography Editor

Your Vieu '.';

Shelley Street

Chief Copy Editor
Brandy Quam

Advertising Manager
"The Murray State News" is prepared and
edtted by students under the advtsership of
Joe Hedges. Opinions expressed are those
of the editors and other signed writers.
These opimons do not necessanly represent
the vtew of journalism faculty or the Untversity. This is an offictal publication of Murray
State University

Special cans with Disabilities dations, transportation unjustly.
Student reacts to Regional
Events
Center
con- Act. This federal law and telecommunicaThis is a disgrace to
disability act
To the Editor:
After
reading a
recent article in "The
Murray State News,"
"RSEC fail s to comply
with ADA," I feel obligated to voice my opinion. Why was the

structed without proper accessibility to diR·
abled
individuals?
How could such a thing
happen nine years
after a law against this
was passed? I am
speaking of the Ameri·

passed in 1990 protects
the civil rights of citizens with disabilities
against discrimination
in
private
sector
employment, accessibility to all public services, pubhc accommo-

tions.
Let's get real, people.
We are approaching a
n<:w mlllennium and
we still haven't got it.
No citizen should be
made to feel alienated,
disrespected or treated

this fine University
and western Kentucky.
Do the right thing; fix
this situation now.

Allyson Hall
Murray

I really do not mean to gripe
about parking again, but it is
really upsetting me this semester. Yesterday I went to my car
and yee, 1 admit I waa ~ked
in a blue zone when 1 have a
red tag. I hnve been parking in
blue zones lately because they
seem to be the only parking
spaces available. Anyway, I
received a ticket for parking in
the wrong tone lal:lt night. I'll
take the responsibility of paying my ticket, but not without
getting my opinion to the campus.
After I received my ticket I
drove to the parking lot across
from Wilson Hall and the
Learning Center. When I drove
through I saw numerous vehicles parked in no parking zones
or illegally parked on the side
of the islands in the lot. I did
not see one ticket on any of
those cats, and no cars were
getting towed in the tow-away ,
zones.
I find this very hard to take.
At least my car was in a legal
parking space, not disrupting
the flow oftraffic. It makeA me
wonder if Public Safety just
looks for colored tags, rather
than drivers who do not obey
laws. I would think when a car
is blocking the steady flow of
traffic in a parking lot Public
Safety would think about ticketing it, rather than my lonely
little car. whicli happens to be
in the wrong zone.
My next point is during the
hours I was parked there, most
faculty and staff appeared to
have already left for the day.
There were other Jots available
in the blue zone. I really do not
think I was in anybody's way.
Parking is ridiculous on this
campus. I feel like I have to
stalk innocent students as they
leave class and go to their cars.
And I know it makes students
uncomfortable when a car is
following behind them at about
five miles an hour. I know it
does, because I have felt that
way before.
So, in closing, I would just
like to say the solution to this
problem as I see it is to regulate the number of colored zone
parking places with the number of tags students purchase.

Lori Burling is the viewpoint
editor for "The Murray State
News."
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Anti-Clinton citizens easy to .spot
When I first read Charle£! Daniels'
commentary on American impeachment, I was angry, but after 30 seconds, I laughed out loud. Daniels,
like most other "pro-impeachment"
citizens, has chosen to ignore the
facts, or is perhaps unaware of them.
You can spot a "pro-impeachment"
citizen by three simple symptoms.
1.) The person, when discussing
his or her views, uses the "1974 resignation speech." You know the one
Bill Clinton said in 1974, "'If a president of the United States ever lied to
the American people, he should
resign." Of course, he was referring
to Richard Nixon. who DID commit
high crimes and misdemeanorR
against the United States Quotes
were meant to be misconstrued, I
suppose.

citizen can be identified by his or her jury, not criminal perjury, and is not entirely. Republicans are bent on
inl'!istence that President Clinton is a high crime against the nation. This beating this thing into the ground,
using Iraq as a distraction. This is entire event has been turned into a even though it will probably cost
OjJinioH
simply the most absurd thing I have soap opera of its own, with the out- each and everyone of them a re~clec
ever heard. I have seen "Wag the come predetermined. Even if the tion. I have to wonder how this matDog" and I think it is important to Senate does remove the man from ter would have been dealt with if the
DENNIS
note here (no one else seems to office, he will still be able to finish president was a Republican.
BEARD
remember) the war in that movie out his term because the trial will
And, by the W'ay, am I the only perwas staged.
probably last throughout his term.
son who finds it more than a coinciThe war in Iraq is very real and
The bottom line is the Senate has dence that after months of dead-end
very necessary, even if it came at a the authority to end this trial at any investigations, Ken Starr stumbled
2.) The person exhibits high levels bad time for our president. There are time. They have proven they do not onto a relationship with a promiscuof distress and confusion when con- far too many military personnel have the 67 votes needed to remove ous intern, an intern who kept a
fronted by people who do not believe involved for this to be one man "play- Clinton from office because every dress stained with the president's
Clinton should be impeached or who ing with the lives of American ser- Senate vote held on the matter so far DNA, and that same intern had a
simply do not care. An example of vicemen like an individual playing has been split almost evenly down friend who was taping her conversathis would be people who dedicate chess," as Daniels would have you the party lines. It amazes me how tions on the affair?
caught up politicians are in voting a
Darn the luck.
commentarie~ to frustrated editors believe.
I believe Clinton lied about the particular way on matters of imporon Why watching the impeachment
is more important than soap operas. affair and I believe he should be pun- tance just because of their political Dennis Beard is a senior print
3.} Finally, a "pro-impeachment" ished for it, but his crime is civil per- affiliation, but that is another issue journalism major from Benton.

In My

Professor
admits· fault
•
1n himself
Well I have gone and done
it. After 27 years of fighting
the inevitable, 1 have become
a close-minded person.
It happened two Sundays
ago. I was sitting at home
making dinner when I heard a
knock at my door. It was a
young man in a knit cap holding a bunch of papers. I
thought he was going door to .
door selling magazines and
since my subscription to
"Rolling Stone" had run out
months before, I invited him
in.
Then I saw "The Survey,"
and my stomach made an
unflattering sound as I
inwardly cringed. I saw my
plans of a good dinner and an
evening of reading and light
conversation mutate into a
debate filled with scenes of
Golgotha, writhing torment
and sacrifice. I knew his first
question before he even
opened his mouth : lfyou died
now, do you know what would
happen to your eternal soul?
The pain in my gut and now
my head warned me death
might indeed be imminent.
Butl invited him in anyway, I
am an easy mark for telemarketers and salesmen. Then l
just stared at him as he started his questions. I had taken
"The Survey" years before in
the Curris Center and bad
been approached countless
times afterward by eager
young people clutching clipboards. I knew its line of questioning was designed to funnel me gently into paradise.
But right no~. with spaghetti
boiling violently on the stove,
sauce needing badly to be
stirred and my own innards
revolting against my decision
to let the young man in, I felt
as if I were on a locomotive
straight to perdition.
I shifted uncomfortably as
he waited for my answer and
then I blurted out I was currently seeking the truth from
every angle and did not want
to limit myself to just a Christian perspective. Before he
could properly marshal a
response, I added that I would
gladly talk with him at length
about his beliefs at a different
time, since I was not feeling
well that evening. At least
that last part was true. He
thanked me for my open
mindedness, saying most peo-

VNN fC£55ARY \t.JcR[::ASE: /t\J
Hov51N (:r f£f s, THE: UN/VERSIT'f HALT~D sPRIN f'L.f.R
f\..MJ5 'DU~ (o 111£ Ati\AZIN&' effoR'\S of
OUR VNt::I'JcWN Ffl?~Ft6i47TN& 5UfEl?HERoe5....
(o PRE.VENT AN

InMy •
()j;inion
RANDELL
WOLFF

plc would have just slammed
the door in his face. (If 1 had
only seen "The Suntey" first!)
He asked me if next Sunday
would be all right for a meeting. He would bring some
other friends over.
All smiles and nods, I
showed him to the door. With
that barrier between us, the
tension in my stomach eased
somewhat, and I thought
about the things r had not told
him, that the Christian
drama had played out in my
heart and mind years ago to a
rapidly
dissatisfied
and
diminishing audience. That I
had stopped searching for
truth from all the religious
throngs because they seemed
to lack the objectivity I prized
so much, that I was tired of
arguing, tired of beating my
head against a 2,000-year-old
rock.
And now I realize I have
become unyielding, too. Within the last few months, I have
advocated censorship in newspaper editorials, argued down
my students' "uninformed"
ideas in class and now misled
a devoted man into thinking I
am something I am not. It is
Sunday night and I have hidden myself in a computer lab
to describe my hypocrisy in
writing. I can almost hear
him knocking at my door right
now, the young man with all
his earnest friendti.
And s~ this commentary is
my self-imposed penance. It is
certainly the most confessional and overblown piece of
writing I have ever offered to
the public. I guess I am an
exhibitionist and a hack after:
all . Like the blond haired,
blue-eyed Jesus in the paintings my mother hung all
around me in my youth, I
have exposed my heart to you,
even if it ib ringed \\;th
thorns. Touch it. if you can.

Randell Wolff is an adjunct
professor of English at Murray State University.

Simple smiles create happiness
Every day when I walk
across campus to go to my
classes I notice something
that really bothers me. In fact,
it has bothered me so much
lately I am writing this commentary solely because of it.
Why do some people not
smile?
Some of you may think 1 am
crazy for writing this, but I
honestly do not understand it.
Every single day I make an
attempt to smile at everyone I
pass, or at least everyone I
make eye contact with. Most
of the time I end up smiling at
the tops of peoples' heads. Yet,
when I actually do smile at a
couple of eyes staring back at
me, they usually do not smile
back. Why is that?
It has been proven it takes
more muscles not to smile
than it does to smile. My high
school English teacher, Susie
Smith, used to tell her students smiling increases endorphins, which can give some-
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one a natural high. Even
Truvy, the bubbly hairdresser
in the movie ''Steel Magnolias,'' says "Smile. It increases
your face value."
So what is the problem?
I like to think when I smile
at someone I might make
them feel good. We all have
bad days, some of us more
than others. So, maybe the
guy you walk past every day
by the l<'ine Arts Building is
hadng a really bad day.
Maybe he just failed a test,
maybe worse.
Maybe the girl you walk
past. every day sitting on the
I

bench in front of Blackburn is
really stressed out because
she just changed her major.
Maybe she just broke up with
her boyfriend. Maybe her
boyfriend just broke up with
her. That one smile from your
lips could actually make a difference. Yeah, that sounds a
little cheesy, but think about
it.
I remember the first day I
walked across this campus my
freshman year. I was terrified.
I did not want to be here, I did
not want to go to my classes
and I missed my mom. But
while I was walking to Faculty Hall I passed a girl who
looked me 'dead in the eyes,
smiled imd actually said,
~<Hello."

As a result ofthal one smile,
the butterflies in my stomach
disappeared and I stopped
thinking about how much I
missed my mother, at least for
a few minutes. I even went
back to my dorm room and

told all my friends about the
"girl that smiled at me." I
think I even called my mother
and told her. I am even writing about it now.
See what I mean?
That one smile a year and a
half ago has not been forgotten. My point is I think we are
all put here on earth to do one
thing: make others happy.
We arc not just put here to
go to college, take exams. get
jobs and make money. Unfortunately, that is what many of
us spend our time concentrat~
ing on. I'll admit, I'm guilty of
it, too; however, I realize those
things are so insignificant in
the actual scheme of life.
Yet, there is nothing
insignificant about making
someone happy,
making
someone smile.

Stevie Lowery ts a sophomore
print journalism major from
Saint Francis.
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Director of University Studies has big shoes to fill
•Education : University
Studies comprise the
majority of a student's academic program, but as of
yet, no one is in charge of
the program.
Bv SuZANNAH

STOLL

CONTRIBUTING WRITlR

In an attempt to redefine
and improve gt~ neral education requiremenls, Munay
State has spent the pas t five
years reworking and improving many of the program's
details.

Milto n
Grime s:

spokesperson for the program,
convenes faculty seminars,
The professor of
consults with the deans and
foreign language
chairs of each department and
will head the
eva) uates each course, among
University
other responsibilities.
Studies program
until a director is
The University Studies comacquired
mittee was established to
ensure each student leaves
This new program is called the University with a general
University Studies.
knowledge in the broad specThough the position of
trum of courses.
director is vacant at this time,
This committee, comprised
the programs chair, Milton
of
14 students and faculty
Grimes, is working hard to
members,
sends out a letter to
ensure each student has a
all
departments
on campus
well-rounded liberal arts eduexplaining the requirements a
cation.
The director serves as the course must meet to be consid-

cred a University course.
The criteria for these courses must ensure a student possesses t he k nowledge and
skills necessary to develop the
characteristics of a Murray
State graduate,
establish
high academic standards and
pr omote teamwork, interdisciplinary understanding and
computer technology.
The criteria also includes
emphasizing
international
perspectives whenever possible, requiring a significant
amount of reading, writing,
speaking and critical thinking
and introducing students to

fundamental concepts in various disciplines.
"Since 40 to 45 percent of
students' total education
comes from the University
Studies courses, we want to
make sure they achieve the
characteristics of a MSU graduate," Grimes said.
The process of choosing a
course begins when each
department that wants a certain course to be considered
submits a request to the committee.
It is evaluated to see if it ·
meets the criteria and if it
does, it might be added to the

•Don't forget!•

list.. of University Studies
courses.
If it is not, it is sent back to
the department for revisions.
This refined program went
into effect for fre<lhrncn this
past fall.
lt, docs not affect any other
students or their courses of
sludy.
This is the first time in the
history of the University a
thorough evaluation of education has been done.
The committee has high
hopes this revised program
will produce many positive
outcomes in the future.

ON SALE NOW!
SIU ARENA
CARBONDALE, IL.

Monday is the last day to place
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"Th.e Murray State News"
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International Buffet
has been canceled
This year's International
Buffet has been canceled
because of the recent loss
of one of the graduate students,

Ricardo

The Rl~~

to ·Use

Garcia-

Vidal. He was the person
in charge of preparations
and because of his death
and other events at the
office, the event was canceled this year.
Co-sponsored

by

the

Institute for International
Studies and the International Student Organization, this year's event originally scheduled for Feb.
21, would have been the
I I th anniversary. Plans are

BY BRANDl WILLIAMS

to resume the buffet next

COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

year.

This is the time of year when students come into
more and more contact with illness. Therefore they are
taking more and more antibiotics.

Seminar explains
YlK to businesses
A free seminar for small

..

business
address
potential

owners
the

to

concerns,

problems

and

solutions for dealing with
the Y2K Issue will be held
from I 0 a.m. until noon on
Wednesday

at Shoney's

Inn, N. 12th St. in Murray.
The seminar will address
concerns such as identifying the types of problems a
business may expect to
encounter as a result of
the Y2K issue and proposing a strategy for aiding
businesses to reduce the
threat from Y2K limitations.
There is no charge for
the session, however, preregistration

will

' ' You never want to take
medication prescribed for
someone else. ' '
-KDI

be

required. For additional
information or to preregis-

What are antibiotics?
"An antibiotic is a medicine that treats bacterial
infection," Kim Paschall, RN at Health Services, said.
"There are several different antibiotics that treat different bacteria. There are also a few anti-viral medications, but antibiotics do not treat viruses."
Ann O'Connor, a pharmacist at Wal-Mart, said this
time of year students come in more because of strep
throat and flu symptoms. O'Conner says they sometimes average 250 to 300 prescriptions a day,

take them."
"Most of the time when they go to student health
they really need it, so they usually comply," O'Connor
said. "I think students use medication just as wisely as
any other adult."

PASC~~AJ..~..

RN

AT II&ALTB SERVICES

the appropriate times.
"Some medications have to be taken every 6 to 8
hours, and if you skip a dose they are not as effective in
killing bacteria," Russell said.
Along with the prescription, many pharmacies
include a sheet explaining the prescription, recommended dosages, ·precautions and possible side effects.
"Some medications can't be taken with alcohol or others might cause drowsiness and could impair driving,
so the information should be read, remembered and if
any questions ask the pharmacist," O'Connor said.
Paschall said she has seen several cases of students
taking another student's antibiotics.
"We have had some come and say that they were
feeling bad so they took some of their friends left-over
medication to make them feel better," Paschall said.
"That's not going to take care of an infection if they
have one."
"You never want to take something prescribed for
someone else," Paschall said.
"Anytime pill sharing is going on it's on the edge; you
shouldn't share medication," Charlie Adams, pharmacist at CVS, said.

Antibiotic problems
Although extremely helpful, antibiotics can be
almost completely ineffective if used incorrectly.
"Antibiotics are prescribed a lot of the time when people have a virus," O'Connor. "Although they do not necessarily need antibiotics, the doctor gives it to them to
keep the virus from spreading into a bacterial infection."
One of the most common problema with people taking antibiotics is n~t finishing the prescription.
"People cannot become immune to an antibiotic, but
the bacteria can." Mike Russell, pharmacist at Rite Aid
said. "If you do not fmish the antibiotics, the bacteria
can become resistant and the symptoms can come back.
Another stronger antibiotic must be prescribed to get
How students treat antibiotics
rid of the bacteria."
Both Russell and O'Connor agree students are more
"If a person has a frequent bacterial infection and
they take the same antibiotics for it they could become prone to taking medication correctly.
"Students seem to be fairly knowledgeable about
desensitized to the antibiotic," Paschall said. "Once you
medication,"
Russell said. "But they do not go to get
take so many the bacteria tends to mutate because
treated
as
quickly
as other people, so they are sicker.
they have been exposed to it so much."
Other problems are people not taking antibiotics at Therefore, they probably pay more attention to how to

m

Advice for users
Paschall offers some advice for taking medication
properly.
"Follow the prescription and instructions by your
doctor, read the literature given by the pharmacist,
always finish all of the medication unless you are having an allergic reaction."

Ouiz
Test your knowledge of Antibiotics
If you answer "yes" to any of these questions,
you are one of thousands of Americans who
misuse antibiotics every year.

1. Have you ever asked for an antibiotic after
being diagbosed with a cold or flu?

2. Do you sometimes stop taking your antibiotics
when you begin to feel better?

3. Have you ever skipped or forgotten to take
your antibiotics?

4. Have you ever saved antibiotic pils from one
prescription for the next time you got sick?

5. Have you ever taken an antibiotic prescribed
for someone else?
Source: American Lung Association

ter, call the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce at 753-5171.

Author Elizabeth
Willis comes
to campus
Elizabeth Willis, author
of two books of poems,
"The

Human

Abstract"

and "Second Law," will
read from her work at
Murray State University's
Pogue Library on Feb.

18,

as part of the MSU Reading Series.

What are antibiotics, and how do
they work?

be harder to treat because there are now
more of the stronger organisms than
before.
The bacteria have developed what Is
known as resistance, a very serious
problem for everyone. Not only are you

Antibiotics are
chemlcsl substances that
kill or prevent
sicker for longer than you would have
._,
the growth of disease-causing microorganisms, been to begin with, but without knowIng It, you have also helped "cultispecifically, bacteria. Antibiotics affect
vate" potentially dang#lrous strains of
the ability of bacteria to survive and
reproduce. Some kill the organisms out- resistant bacteria, some of them susceptible to no known medications.
right, whereas others prevent bacteria
This places sll of society at risk for
from multiplying so the body's immune
epidemics of bacterial disease against
system can eliminate them. Antibiotics
only work against Illnesses caused by which modern medicine may be powbscterlallnfectlon. They have no effect erless.

which may not even be a bacterial
Infection. This Is why you should
never take another person's prescription or share yours with someone
else. These helpful drugs need to be
used wisely, and that means under a
doctor's supervision. Only a physician
can choose the appropritiate medication
for your current condition.

Can antibiotics Interfere with the
effectiveness of the birth control pill?
Drug Interactions are possible when
birth control pills and certain antibiotics are taken together. If your

whatsoever on illnesses caused by viruses, including the qommon cold, flu and
most sore throats.

The reading will be at
7:30 p.m. and will be followed by a reception and
book signing at the Faculty
Club. Books by Willis are
available at the University
Bookstore and

will

be

available the night of the
reading.
The reading is free and
the public is encouraged to
attend. For more information phone 762-4730.

It's the third day of my 1o-day prescription, and I feel much better. Why
not stop now?
•
Bacteria can mutate fairly rapidly and
this sometimes creates strains of a
alngle organism that turn out to be
Is It alright to save some of my prebetter defended against the usual
sent prescription tor the next time I'm
antibiotics than others. When you start
sick?
taking an antibiotic prescription, the first
bacteria inactivated are the weakest
ones.
This means that If you stop taking your
prescription as soon as you feel better,
you may be leaving behind the strongest,
most drug-resistant organisms. These
are then free to multiply until you have a
recurrence of the Infection, one that will

Once you understand how important it is
to finish your entire prescription, you're
not likely to have any left "tor the next
time." But if you did, saving it for the
next time still would not be smart.
The antibiotic prescribed for your /sst

Infection may not neceuarlly be the
right drug for your current Illness,

and following a regular schedule, perhaps setting the alarm on your wristwatch, will help you remember to take
your antibiotic at the right time. If you do
miss a dose, ask your doctor or pharmicist what to do. If your schedule prevents
you from taking antibiotics several times
daily, tell your physician. He or she may
be able to prescribe a different antlbi.otic
that doesn't have to be taken as often.

On busy days, I tend to forget a dose
or two. Is that a problem?

physcian doesn't ask, tell him or her you
are using oral contraceptives before she
gives you a prescription for antibiotics.
She may advise you to use a backup
method of contraception for a few weeks.

Because some antibiotics pass through
our systems rapidly, thse drugs need to
be taken frequently and repeately - several times a day for up to 2 weeks in
some cases -to achieve the optimal
effect. Not taking your medication

exactly as prescribed means bacteria
causing your Infection may not be
destroyed and your Illness may not
Improve. Keeping medicine containers in
a place where you're likely

II

!O see them

Briefs compiled by Heather

Martin, staff writer.

Source: Hospital Medicine
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Morrissey's album not true blues

Friday, Feb. 5

very dull. I don't know if this
has anything to do with the
wh ole short attention span
thing Generation X members
are criticized about, but this is
how the music affected me.
Another thing that did not help
his music is his monotone voice
that became quite annoying
after two or three songs. 1
would have to say the O.:lly way
I would recommend this album
to people is if they needed
something to fall asleep to at
night or to use !lS a coaster.

Musicl?euieu'
Kyle Shadoan
Bill Morrissey - "Songs of
Mississippi John Hurt"
When you think of the blues,
what pictures do you get in
your head? Usually you associate it with sweaty, emotional
singing, wailing guitar riffs
and catchy lyrics. You think of
the whole B.B. King style of
swinging, funky blues that
make you want to get up and
dance and sing. WelL that's not
true for Bill Morrissey's new
album "Songs of Mississippi
John Hurt." His style of blues
is quite different.
From the very flrst song, ..If
You Don't Want Me," all the
way through the album, the
music is very slow and laidback. It seems more like folk or
country music rather than the
blues we are accustomed to.
The guitar is more of an
acoustic, plucking style usually
associated with folk music.
But there are several characteristics that could set many of
the songs apart. The songs "Big
Leg Blues" and "Shake That
Thing" are probably closest to
traditional blues music,. while

Week r1bead
•Exhibit- Dan Pfalzgraf and Angie Lyons. B.F.A. exhibitions.
Eagle Art Gallery in the Doyle Fine Arts Building.
•Exhibit - Emerald Knights. Curris Center Art Gallery.
•Truck Pull and Monster Crush - Sponsored by Wood's Production. West Kentucky Exposition Center, 8 p.m. Phone 762-3125 for
more information.

Saturday, Feb. 6
•Exhibit - Emerald Knights. Curris Center Art Gallery.
•Truck Pull and Monster Crush - Sponsored by Wood's Production. West Kentucky Exposition Center, 8 p.m. Phone 762-3125 for
more information.
•ACT testing - Business Building, Room. 452, 8 a.m. Phone 7626851 for more information
•LSAT t est ing - Ordway Hall, Room. 206, 8 a.m. Phone 762-6851
for more information.
•Regional Science Bowl - Sponsored by the U.S. Department of
Energy and the MSU college of science. Mason Hall, 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Phone 762-2886 for more information.
•Exhibit - Dan Pfalzgraf and Angie Lyons, B.F.A. exhibitions.
Eagle Art Gallery in the Doyle Fine Arts Building.

"Songs of Mississippi John
Hurt"- F

Philo

Morrissey has another. reason to sing the blues.

the songs "Louis Collins" and
"Hot Time in the Old Town
Tonight" could probably be considered country music. Some
other songs could be considered
traditional folk style like "First
Shot Missed Him," "If You
Don't Want Me," and "Joe
Turner Blues." His basic style
could be described as John
Denver-ish. The acoustic guitar
is very prominent in Morrissey's music and is very similar
to Denver's style.
Also there are many instru-

1. Tear Da Club up Thugs-

Sunday, Feb. 7

CAAZYNDALAZDA YZ'
. Dave Matthews and nm
Reyn9'd8 - "llive at luther Colega•

•Bible study - MCF house, 7 p.m.
•Sunday school - Chi Alpha, Hart lobby, 10 a.m.
•Exhibit - Dan Pfalzgraf and Angie lyons, B.F.A. exhibitions.
Eagle Art Gallery in the Doyle Fine Arts Building.

ment.s used in his songs other
than acoustic guitar. Some of
these instruments are drums,
• Everlast - "Whitey Ford
hannonica, acoustic and elecings th.e-.BI,u ~.s"
\
'
tric bass, piano, saxophone,
. Sllkk the Shocker "Made
trumpet and mandolin. This
\
_/
~ ~
,
could account for the variety of
. Foxy Brown - •chyna Doll•
songs on Morrissey's album.
\
But all of the instruments
I
'fop Country CO/
and types of songs on his album
does not help it. Overall, I Roy D. Mercer - "How Big A
found it to be very boring. I Boy Are Ya- Volume 5"
nearly fell asleep while listening to it. The lyrics were not Source: Terrapin Station
nd Sunset Boulevard Music
interesting and the music was

Monday, Feb. 8

r

•Bible study -Chi Alpha, Hart lobby, 9 p.m.
•Exhibit - Dan Pfalzgraf and Angie lyons, B.F.A. exhibitions.
Eagle Art Gallery in the Doyle Fine Arts Building.

~

Tuesday, Feb. 9
•Red pin bowling - Curris Center Game Room, 6 to 9 p.m.
•Bible study - Newman House, 5 p.m.
•Nursing Home Ministry - Chi Alpha House, 6:15 p.m.
•Exhibit - Dan Pfalzgraf and Angie Lyons, B.F.A. exhibitions.
Eagle Art Gallery In the Doyle Fine Arts Building.

Wednesday, Feb.1 0

Ill

•Worship - MCF house, 7 p.m.
•Bible study - Chi Alpha, Curris Center Theater, 7 p.m.
•Exhibit - Dan Pfalzgraf and Angle Lyons, B.F.A. exhibitions.
Eagle Art Gallery in the Doyle Fine Arts Building.

Ia

Thursday, Feb. 11

--=

·-cc

•Prayer meeting - Chi Alpha, Curris Center Sofa Lounge, 7; 15
a.m.
•Handwriting analysis - Bernice Krieger. Sponsored by the Student Government Association. Curris Center Rocking Chair
Lounge, 11 a.m . to 2 p.m.
•Exhibit - Julie Lovins, paintings. Eagle Art Gallery in the Doyle
Fine Arts Center.
•Exhibit - Dan Pfalzgraf and Angie Lyons, B.F.A. exhibitions.
Eagle Art Gallery in the Doyle Fine Arts Building.

Ia
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most powerful computer systems
known to man. Advanced servers and
intranet applications. Innovative middleware and
databases. Development tools that push the limits.
And for those who prefer retro toys. we still have
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Stories reveal twisted mind Students prepare for
Bookl?evieuJ
mystery mission trip
Brooks Park
I declare Brite the queen
of horror, making Clive
Barker's work read like a
children's fable. She is the
contemporary
dark god''Wormwood" - Poppy
dess
of
fiction.
Her
fiction
Z. Brite
is
as
darkly
erotic,
pas"Wonnwood," originally
t itled "Swamp Foetus," is sionate, macabre and mysa collection of 12 short terious as the city from
horror stories by author which she resides, and
Poppy Z. Brite, whom the where many of her stories
reader is unlikely to soon are set, New Orleans.
forget.
Dirty with subdued
Always searching for color, drunken and dannew, or at least unfamiliar gerous, New Orleans is
authors, I found Brite an the inevitable home for a
extremely talented and talent such as Brite.
intelligent writer. The
Poppy's stories claw
thing that makes her work their way through the
even more intriguing is brain. After reading her
the darkness which she writing, it comes as no
weaves into her masterful surprise that of the eastimagery.
ern religions of which she
These tales range in conis a fan, the goddess Kali
tent from ghost lovers and
is her favorite. Her prose
forbidden (or at least
is as much of an unlikely
taboo) erotic explorations,
to dark, karmic pay backs source of beauty as blood
and bizarre attachments drops on virgin snow.
to the deceased.
If you have a taste for "Wormwood" - A
obscure, twisted, shocking
and taboo activities usual- Book reviews are availly found buried in the dark able monthly on '!The
recesses of the mind, then Murray State News" web
site, www.thenews.org.
you'll love Brite's work.

BY j ULIE W OlFE

STAFF W RITER

Dell Publishing

Almost everyone who has ever
watched MTV has seen the show "Road
Rules," but Murray's Baptist Student
Union has given "Road Rules" a whole
new twist.
The members of Murray's BSU are
taking a trip this Spring Break, but
instead of heading for Panama City,
Fla., or Ft. Lauderdale Fla., for a week
of sun and fun, this trip has some
meaning to those participating.
About 90 members of the BSU will be
going on a mission trip for the week of
Spring Break. This trip is different
from other mission trips because the
students have no idea where they are
going.
"We are basing it on MTV's 'Road
Rules'," Danetta Woods, missions coordinator for the BSU, said. "We're not
telling them where they are going.
There will be three different groups
with two teams each. Thirty people will
go in each direction. The students will
only be told the direction that they are
going. One group will go northeast,
another group will go south ana the last
group will be heading west."
"I'm going east but we don't know
where," Jennifer Dunbar, sophomore

from Dawson Springs, said. "It's all a
surprise. Only one person knows and
they are driving."
People signed up for these trips last
semester and many are very excited
about going as Spring Break gets clos-'
er.
"I'm not nervous, I'm excited," Jessica
Skaggs, sophomore from Hanson, said.
"I've always wanted to do missions
work."
Others participating are experienced
in doing missions work.
"I've done two summer missions and
also I have done mission work in Pansma beach on Spring Break," Amy Morris, senior from Hopkinsville, said. "I've
never done the 'Road Rules' thing
before; there is no telling what we will
be doing from day to day."
"I think this is a really great thing we
are going to do," Skaggs said. "I think
God really humbles you and blesses you
as you help others. I think anyone who
can go should. No matter what the cost,
God would provide."
They will be participating in different
kinds of work on their trip.
"Some students going will be doing
community service work and others will
be doing work with seminaries," Woods
said. "It depends on where they are
going."

Tax forms prepared free by volunteer accounting students
BY STEVIE LOWERY·
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

It's 1:30 in the morning. Thejumble.d words on
the tax form are a blur. Two weeks remain
before the Internal Revenue Service comes
knocking on the front door. What is there to do?
VITA, the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance program, is to the rescue.
The VITA program, which began at Murray
State in the mid-to late '70s, provides income tax
assistance to anyone who needs help. The catch?
There is no catch. The service is free. Floyd Carpenter, associate professor of accounting, has

been in charge of the program for five years.
"It's been a program that we've offered to students, senior citizens and other members of the
community for a long time," Carpenter said.
"There are a lot of students who don't know
about our services. We really want them to take
advantage of it because it gives our students
experience."
About 30 to 35 students involved with the
VITA program prepare tax returns for tax-pay.e rs so they can send them in on time. Carpenter
serves as the coordinator of the program, but the
students actually do most of the work. Each tax
return is completed by a s tudent and then

KS & MUSIC
STORE CLOSING SALE

rechecked by another student to make sure the
form is accurate and correct. The file is then
handed back to the tax-payer so be can sign it
and send it to the IRS. All the tax-payer has to
do is sign his name. Sound too good to be true? It
isn't.
Although the program may be free to the public, there are some restrictions on what types of
tax returns the students can deal with.
"The tax returns can't be too complex," Carpenter said. "We wouldn't want one where a taxpayer owned their own busineea or dealt with
the stock market a great deal. Those type of people need to get a paid professional."

Carpenter said the main audience VITA helps
every year is students, but numerous senior citizens come for the service as well. He says they
also provide service for many international students.
If any~ne is interested in seeking help from the
VITA program, it will be set up from 12 to 4 p.m.
every Friday afternoon in room 353 of the B•.lSiness Building. Services will begin this Friday
afternoon and will continue until April 9. However, there will be two days they will not be in
service, which are March 12 and March 19. The
deadline for income taxes is April 15.

"ow do you say

PPJ 'Valeatiae•s ~•J
in a unique, special way'
There is not a more special way to say "I love you," than in words. Tell everyone
just how you feel about your Valentine in "The Murray State News."
You can send your message of love through our

All sales
are final
No returns!

... ov -· in I<~
Angel,
WiD you be
my valentine!

Lisa,
Roses are red,
Violets are blue,

-sammy

1 am transferring

SURPRISE.•••
Co MSUI

-Brian
+l~"~'t~
~F.§IIM , D~ INa~~ al/. ~6
IH'f ~'l~aiNS &~IN~

Store
fixtures also
for sale
1307 N. 12th St.
(

l'IM~!

+lappft • 7>a't!
- t..Me't

You can send your love starting at $3.50.
Stop by ~"~The Murray State News'' in 111 Wilson Hall before
Monday, Feb. 8.
You can choose your graphic and up to 8 lines of type.
Th e J.o~\f.ln.lcfj w ill appear in the February 12 issue.

753-7323

Stop by and share your message today!
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Help available at career fair
BY KRISTY WELSH AND EMILY BLACK
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

For students interested in summer work and
for those looking to start their careers, Career
Services is holding three career fairs next week
in the Curris Center.
The Summer Job Fair will be held from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. on Feb. 9 in the Curris Center Ballroom. Employers from many different companies looking for summer workers will be present.
"We are expecting employers from summer
camps, youth organizations, YMCAs and even
some big name fast food chains to be there,"
Gina Winchester, assistant director of Career
Services, said.
Students from all m~ors are encouraged to
attend and bring their resumes.
Career Services can help students work on
their resumes by offering suggestions and advice
on what resumes should look like and what they
should say. A computer with word processing
software and a laser printer is available so students can work in the office. The fee for the use
of the computer and printer islO cents per printed page.
From 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Feb. 10, Career Services will also hold its annual spring fair in the
Ballroom. Businesses from all areas are scheduled to . be there with full-time positions available.
"'We are expecting about 50 business at the

summer fair and 60 at the spring fair," Winchester said.
Immediately following the fair, prospective
employers will hold formal interviews with
potential employees until 5 p.m. The interviews
are by invitation only.
Students preparing for future job interviews
can set up mock interviews with a retired professional from the students' field of interest.
Career Services can also assist students by
acquiring real job interviews with actual companies in the students' field.
"'We have had many students to come back
after Christmas break and tell us that they had
interviews with companies that were present at
the fall fair and went on to be employed by
them," Winchester said.
Career Services also mails credentials such as
unofficial transcripts, resumes and references to
employers right before and after graduation. It
will mail out 10 sets of credentials. Once the credentials have been mailed, the student will be
assessed a small fee.
Also, in conjunction with the criminal justice
department, a presentation will be held in the
Curris Center Theater from 3 to 4 p.m. on Feb.
10. for students interested in careers involved
with the criminal justice field. All interested students are encouraged to attend and bring their
resumes.
To participate in any of these activities, or for
more information, phone Career Services at 7623735.
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David Dietrich, junior from Benton, II., concentrates while working on a drafting project
Wednesday In the lET building.

Series examines effects of violence on community
Best is a faculty member at the Medical University of South Carolina in Charleston, which is
where she did her post-doctoral fellowship.
The center's mission has been focused on
Violence is often addressed as an economic or
legal problem within communities. People, how- achieving a better understanding of the impact
ever, seem to forget there is a psychological of criminal victimization on adults and children
and frequently makes presentations of its
impact violent crimes have on the victims.
The CoUege of Humanistic Studies will research findings and clinical expertise to legislators, public policy makers and program adminaddress this idea and continue its Forum Series
istrators at the federal, state and local levels.
with Connie Best of the National Crime Victims
"She is probably one of the most well-known
Research and Treatment Center. She will deliv- people nationally on this subject," Renae Duner a presentation and discussion of research con- can, assistant professor in psychology, said.
ducted at the NCVC examining the impact of
Duncan worked with Best for two years before
violent crime on the victim.
she came to Murray State. Best also served as
This forum, entitled -:rhe Impact of Violence her preceptor, whfch is similar tO a mentor,
on Victims," will be held on Tuesday in the while she was doing her internship in
Wrather West Kentucky Museum auditorium.
Charleston.
BY KRISTIN HILL

.STAFF WRIWt

Best b as received several research grants
funded by the Nationa l Inst itute of Mental
Health, the National Institute of .Justice, the
National Institure on Drug Abuse and the South
Carolina Gover nor's Office. She has various publications to her credit and has been a board
member of the People Against Ra pe Crisis Center since 1974. In 1993, she was named Career
Woman of the Year for South Carolina a nd is a
clinical psychologist in the Navy Reserve where
she holdA the rank of commander.
Duncan said one of her more recent national
recognitions that only added to her list of accomplishmenb; was r eceiving the 1996 Predident's
Award for Outstanding Service to Victims of
Crime given by President Clinton and U.S.
Attorney General J anet Reno.
Violence has been the theme of the Forum

Series this academic year. p uncan hopes the
series will c6ntinuc to help s tudents and the
community realize the impact of violence on society in all aspects a nd that it a ffects everyone,
whether indirectly or directly.
"I hope they !the a udience} recognize that violence does have an impact psychologically," Duncan said. "All of us nre impacted. This should
help people to know what to expect if they are a
victim or a lov('d one is."
Because of the broad impact violence does
have on people, including college students, Duncan encourages students, as well as the community, to come and hear Best.
"It will definitely b~ worth it," Duncan said.
"She is a vivacious speaker."
·
The forum begins a t 7 p.m. and the public is
invited to attend. Admission is free.

WE'RE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER WITH
UNEQUALED OPPORTUNITIES FOR EMPLOYMENT.

Br.W Kinkeh1ar
Investment .Analy1t
7/l'J/86

''I

'

.

If you're majoring in ('omputcr sdence. data processing, accounting,
audit ing, math or law. cont;ll'l your Placement Dired or for more
information, or \Hite !(), A:-,i..wnt Director. Corporate Human Re,ource,,
Three State Fann Pl:11a·K I, Hloomington, lllinoh 6179 1-000 I .

State Fam1 Insurance Compantc' • Home Office>:
Bloonungton, lllmois • An Equal Oppornmily Employct
\\'WW.Sl.ltefann.com
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Legendary cpach
set for retirement
Tennessee-Martin Head
Coach
Cal
Luther
announced Monday he will
retire at the end of this
season, his 38th as a head
coach.
Luther, currently Division l's oldest active coach,
is in his eighth season as
coach of the Skyhawks
after he spent 16 seasons
coaching the Racers.
Luther
compiled
a
record of 241-154 from
1959-1974 at . Murray
State, including OVC
Championships in 1964,
1968 and 1969.

First round tickets
go on sale Feb. 13
Tickets for the first
round of the Ohio Valley
Conference men's basketball playoff game on Feb.
23 in the Regional Special
Events Center will go on
sale to Murray State season ticket holders and
MSU students at halftime
of Feb. IJ's game against
Eastern Illinois in RSEC.
Prices will be $1 0 for
reserved seats and $4 for
MSU students with valid
IDs and children between
the ages of 3 and 12.
Fans interested in purchasing tickets for the
semi-final and final games
of the OVC tournament at
the Nashville Arena on
Feb. 27 to 28 should call
the Racer Ticket Office
immediately to place their
names on a list.

Briefs are compiled by jason
Yates, sports editor.

Sportfigbt
Ken Hicks,
Natalie Chandler
Ken Hicks and Natalie
Chandler are in this week's
Racer Sportlight.
Hicks, senior from Morri.son, Colo., helped the
rifle team to the Ohio Valley Conference Championship this past weekend.
He received the OVC's
Most Valuable Performer
award in smallbore competition for his winning
score of 1162.
Chandler, freshman from
Barbados, jumped 5-7 1/2
in last weekend's McDonald's/Saluki Invitational at
Southern Illinois University.

That jump was one of
the top five highest jumps
in MSU history. The
indoor high is S-9 and the
outdoor high is 5-1 0.

Fastf'act
Knight's trophy
case needs space
Indiana Head Coach Bob
Knight is the only man to
direct champions in the
NCAA Tournament. NIT,
Pan American Games and
Olympics.
Source: The Sporting News
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Murray State survives Rifle claims
overlOoking Eastern OVC, looks
for NCAA

BY jASON BILLINGSLEY
AsSIST ANT SPORTS EDITOR

After defeating the Eastern Kentucky Colonels by 42 points in the
worst home loss in EKU history,
the Murray State Racers looked to
once again hand down a large
defeat to EKU Tuesday night at
the Regional Special Events Center.
The Colonels, however, had
thoughts of an upset on their
minds.
Both teams started out sluggish
from the field, with EKU and MSU
combining for only seven points
total in the frrst five minutes of the
contest. The Colonels held a 5-2
lead at that point.
The first half continued to have a
slower tempo than the Racers are
used to, as neither team shot well
from the field. In fact, both teams
shot under 40 percent from the
field in the first half. MSU went on
a 7-0 run late in the half to take a
34-30 lead into the locker room.
Racer Head Coach Tevester
Anderson said the Racers probably
were not , motivated enough for
Tuesday's game.
"It was hard to motivate the team
for this game," Anderson said.
"EKU is a good team but they are
at 'the bottom of the league. We
beat them by 42 there. I guess I
didn't get them prepared enough,
and EKU had nothing to lose and a
lot to gain."
Anderson said the lack of an interior scoring attack in the first half
hurt the Racers.
"In the first half, we were a little
timid in our passing," Anderson
said. "We couldn't get the ball into
the paint area, and that hurt our
scoring ability."
The second half was a different
story for the Racers in the paint.
Duane Virgil scored 14 of his 20
points on inside baskets,
both
rebounds and interior passing.
Virgil said the inside game is
vital to the Racer offense.
"Coach 'T' likes us t() put the ball
inside the paint and establish our
post game," Virgil said. "In the first
half, we weren't passing the ball

off

BY jASON YATES
SPOils Eonoa

nny Vowel

Duane Virgil, senior center from Port of Trinidad, Spain, dunks the ball
In Tuesday night's 81-66 victory over the Eastern Kentucky Colonels.

very well inside. Our outside guys
really worked hard in the second
half to get the ball inside, and that
was probably the difference."
MSU went on a 17-1 run midway
through the second half to increase
the lead to 23 points, the biggest
lead the Racers had in the contest.
Anderson went to his bench, giving
his starters some rest.
Near the end of the contest, the
Colonels cut the Racer lead to 11
points with under two minutes left.
Coach ~derson put his .starters
back in the game, helping the Racers finish strong, winning the game
81-66.
Coach Anderson said his starters
needed as much rest as they could
get in this game.
"Aubrey Reese hod the flu and
probably shouldn't have played
tonight," Anderson said. "The problem with that was we are not very
deep at point guard. Isaac Spencer
was also not in his best condition,
due to the hits he took in the Ten-

nessee Tech and Middle Tennessee
State games last week.
"Our 'subs got a little winded
tonight, but they played well. I was
very pleased with Cunningham,
Gay, Floyd and Tumets performance tonight and in our previous
two games. I really didn't want to
put the starters back in the game,
but they did get more rest tonight
than they usually do in our other
games."
Murray was led in scoring by Virgil and Rod -Murray, both with 20
points. Spencer was next with
eight points, the first time all season he had not scored in double figures.
The Racers next game will be
Saturday night at 7:30 when Murray travels to UT-Martin.
Said Virgil: ''There ain't going to
be a letdown on Saturday night.
We're going to have so much energy, they won't know what .hit
them."

The Murray State rifle team claimed the Ohio Valley Conference Championship this past weekend at
the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range despite finishing third
overall behind non-OVC competitors Alaska-~'air
banks and the University of Kentucky.
Since the OVC recognized rifle ns a competition
sport in 1993, Murray State has won the conference
championship every year except 1995, when MSU
shared the title with Tennessee Tech.
Fairbanks shot an aggregate scQre of 6277 and UK
shot a total of 6175. The MSU Gold squad's total was
6150, 98 points higher than Tennessee Tech, the closest OVC competitor. Morehead State finished third
in the OVC with a score of6023 and Tennessee-Martin placed fourth shooting 5994.
The MSU Gold small bore team's winning score was
4610 and the air rifle team totaJed 1540.
Rifle Coach Elvis Green was happy with his team's
ability to win the OVC Championship, but he knows
there is improvement to be made.
.rwe could have had better scores in the b'l.lhS, but it
iajust a matter of getting our ducks in order." Green
said. "We are going in the direction we need to be.''
Ken HiCks, senior from Morrison, Co1o., wns selected as the OVC's Most Valuable Performer in the
amalJbore div.ision via his OVC high score of 1162.
Marra Hastin~s and Martin Wheeldon JOlncd Hicks
on the All-Conference Team.
Following her score of 388, Crystal Kern, sophomore from Laramie, Wyo., was selected the OVC's
Most Valuable Performer in the air rafle division. The
All-Conference Team in air rifle wns entirely composed of MSU shooters; Kern, Hastings, Wheeldon,
Emily Schefold and Matt Livesay rounded out the

~

Murray State will next compete in the 10-team col-

legiate sectiooal competition, a qualifier for the

NCAA Championships, on Feb. 12-14 at Murray
State. Green said the same teams have participated
in this meet for the last 15 years, and he said Murray
State is proud to host it.
"We put on a pretty good show," Green said. "1
think the Universit;y of Kentucky, Jacksonville State
and us are the favorites going into the m~Qt."
A maximum of eight teams in both the smallbore
and air rifle division will qualify for the NCAAs. Several other sites hold NCAA qualifiers.

Lady Racers avenge early season loss
BY jASON YATES
SPORTS Eonoa

The Murray State Lady Racers won their fourth consecutive home game Tuesday night defeating Eastern
Kentucky 77-55. The win avenges an 83-71 loss at the
hands of the Lady Colonels Dec. 5.
MSU (7-14 overall, 6-7 OVC) faced a large EKU
starting lineup which featured four players at 5-10 or
taller. Head Coach Eddie Fields was pleased with his
team's effort on the boards as MSU outrebounded the
Lady Colonels 46-44.
"The last time we played Eastern, they outrebounded us by 20 something," Fields said. ''Our rebounding
and free throws were key for us tonight."
EKU tallied the game's first, basket, but that would
be the only lead they would see all night as the Lady
Racers embarked on a 15-2 run, culminating on a
Monika Gadson tip-in giving the Lady Racers a 15-4
lead at the 14:18 mark of the first half.
MSU would build their lead to as many as 17 in the
half, but Susan Hatcher buried a jump shot with 20
seconds left in the first half to cut the Lady Racers'

cushion to 37-25.
Twenty of the Lady Racers' 40 second half points
would come from the free throw line as EKU would get
no closer than eight points. The Lady Racers finished
29-37 from the charity stripe in the contest.
The Lady Racers limited EKU's leading scorer Charlotte Sizemore (17.8 ppgl to 14 points on 6-25 shooting
from the floor. Fields said the defensive philosophy
was to pack in the man-to-man and not let Sizemore
get loose.
"'We were aware of where Sizemore was all night,"
Fields said. "'We gave Bobbi help whenever she needed it."
Junior guard Heather Bates came off the bench to
lead all scorers with 20 points including 12-14 from
the free throw line. Senior forward Bobbi Coltharp
scored 16 points and grabbed eight rebounds, and
Danelle Watts contributed a game-high 1'1 rebounds.
The Lady Racers will attempt to even their conference mark Saturday when they travel to Martin,
Tenn., to meet the Lady Skyhawks. Tennessee-Martin
beat Murray on Jan. 9 by the score of 64-62, despite
trailing 37-16 at halftime.

Danny Vowt•li/ The News

Enlko Verebes, freshman from Budapest, Hungary,
drives past a Lady Colonel during Tuesday's game.

N BA prepares to open shortened season
After an exciting winter of
technical labor jargon, players
and owners whining over dollars and cents and repeated
threats that the season ~ight
be lost, the NBA tips off its
1999 season tonight.
The most important item a
NBA fan needs to go along with
the remot(; control is a list of
the team rosters. The ink was
hardly dry on the new NBA
labor contract when players
started making mass exoduses
from one team to another.
No team will look any more
different than the defendmg
NBA champion Chicago Bulls.
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Scottie Pippen is a Houston
Rocket, Luc Longley is a
Phoenix Sun, Stl'Ve Kerr is a
San Antonio Spur and ~lichael
Jordon iR somewhere working
on his one true love, golf.
Where is Deunis Rodman,

you ask? Who knows. The
'Worm' first said he was going
into semi-retirement, then said
he would play for the Lakers,
Heat, Magic or Knicks.
Rodman has garnered somtinterest, but has made no forma] attempt to land a job. Don't
worry about Dennis. When he
realizes he is out of the spotlight, Hodman will find some
team to latch onto during the
yenr.
'fhe regular season has been
shortened to 50 games to
accommodate the numerous
cancellations the :;trike caused.
This new schedule has both

good and bad points.
One bad point is injuries will
become a major factor in deciding who is in and out of the
playoffs. One four-week injury
could cost a team its best player for 30 percent of the season.
On the flip side, every regular·season game is important.
A four-game losing streak is
much more detrimental this
year than in the past. Games
will be more exciting and competition should be more fierce
under this format
So who will be on top when
all of the craziness finally culminates in the NBA Finals at

the end of .June'? The answer is
the two teams that have
remained the most intact during lhe free agent swap market,
thP Utah Jan and Indiana Pac- ·
ers. Karl Malone aud ,John
Stockton will finally get their
rings in six games.
Let's make a toast to the
beginning of the season. It
might not be Fan-tnstic anymore, hut hey, it's better than
watching the NHL.

Jason Yates is thP. sports editor for ''The Murray State
News."
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Tennis team seeks OVC title
waukee, in doubles play at the finals in
Louisville.
STAFF WRITER
Berryman also represented Murray State's
Murray State's women's tennis team is shift- student athletes and was named by the OVC
ing into high gear fpr its upcoming spring sea- faculty representatives as the fourth best in the
All-Academic OVC team. She has won three
son.
This semester, under the watchful eyes of OVC tournaments and could be the first person
Coach Connie Keasling and Assistant Coach in the women's tennis program's history to win
Nicole Petrie, the women's tennis team will the OVC tournament four years in a row.
Berryman's doubles partner, Alonte, also
renew its quest for the Ohio Vailey Conference
achieved
personal recognition. Alonte was rated
crown.
The team's campaign starts today at 1:30 p.m. No. 60 in the amateur United States Tennis
when they battle the University of Memphis at Association's rankings, but Alonte is not satishome on the Bennie Purcell courts. After Mem- fied with her personal gains. Instead, she conphis, the team will travel to Eastern Kentucky, centrates on the team's accomplishments.
"I'd like the team to win the conference,"
St. Louis and Cincinnati before conference play.
Last fall, the team was met with success as it Alonte said. "I want us to go to the NCAA tourcame away 4-1 in tournament team matches. nament."
Juliana Hite, sophomore from Florence,
Several of the team's members have enjoyed
individual accomplishments as well. Brooke claimed the best individual record last fall, comDanny VoweiVThe News Bert)1llan, senior from Westerville, Ohio,
ing away 7-6.
"I'm looking forward to playing MTSU," Hite
Maria Alonte, freshman from Milwaukee, makes entered the finals at St. Louis last semester, and
a volley during Wednesday afternoon's practice. teamed with Maria Alonte, freshman from Mil- said. "They beat us in the tournament last year,
8V MORGAN HARDY

but they lost quite a few seniors this year, so
we're expecting to win."
This spring, two new faces will be hitting the
courts alongside the returning players. Yvonne
Thor, freshman from Bromma, Sweden, and
Georgina Katone, sophomore from Budapest,
Hungary, are eager for a chance at the OVC
title. This will be their first time in an OVC
tournament.
"I hope we win," Thor said. "We'll do our best,
but the goal for the whole year is the OVC."
Coach Keasling had only positive things to say
about her team.
"We all feel we can win the OVC," Keasling
said. "We're totally focused on that, and nothing
else."
Under the guidance of the team's senior members, Amy Gemmill and Berryman, the team is
in prime position to do just that.
"I've never been on a team that's been so excited about winning the OVC," Berryman said. "We
were in the finals last year, and this year we
plan to go back and win."

.

Alpha Tau Omega rolls past Sigma Pi 49-16
Bv MORGAN

H ARDY

STAff WRITER

Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity
took a bite out of Sigma Pi Fraternity Wednesday night in
intramural basketball with a
49-16 vict.ory.
The north gym was filled
with ATO and Sigma Pi supporters alike, as the tipoff came

at 6:56 p.m., following the
Alpha Sigma Phi/Sigma Phi
Epsilon game. After the first
five minutes, it became clear
ATO had come to the court to
play hardball,
In a game marked by big
plays, Alpha Tau Omega had
plenty to spare. ln a play for
the highlight reels, ATO pulled
off an astounding cross-court

alley-oop.
,
ATO John Blane, junior from
Hopkinsville, .was the game's
leading scorer with 14 points.
"'We played really good
defense," Blane said. "We
missed a lot of easy shots, but
it's good as long as we win."
With a comfortable 14-point
lead at halftime, ATO opened
the game up even further, scor-

ZfiX

ing 30 of its 49 points in the
second half.
ATO Coach Bobby Love, also
from Hopkinsville, did not have
kind words for his team's performance, despite the wide
margin of victory.
"I didn't think we played very
well," he said. "We didn't shoot
the ball very well at all. We just
didn't play team ball."

ZfiX

ZfiX

The news was not all bad for
Sigma Pi, however. The team
showed good pressure in the
first half and played ATO close
until one of its high scorers,
James Joyner, was injured
while going for a block. Sigma
Pi's leading scorer on the night
was Chris Rissler, with eight
points.
Damien Simpson, sophomore

ZAX

ZAX

from Benton, Ill., and member
of Sigma Pi, said his team had
the wind taken out of its sails
when Joyner went down with
his injury.
"James is the heart and soul
of our defense, and he handles
the ball much of the time,"
Simpson said. "When he got
hurt we had trouble getting
into any kind of flow."
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Turner becomes 'spiritual lea.d er' for Racers
Bv GREG P.

MILTON

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Murray State forward Mike
Turner is one of those people
who gives 110 percent in everything he does.
He arrived at Murray State in
the fall of 1996 from Nashville,
Tenn. The first day he was here,
he met somebody that changed
his life. That somebody was
Jesus Christ.
Chris Patton, director of MSU
'campus Outreach, helped Turner move iQto his dorm that day.
Patton shared his life and faith
with him that afternoon. Shortly
aft.er, Turner felt moved by Pat. ton's testimonial. He realized he
did not have the things Patton
• had. He was missing faith, joy

and inner-peace.
Mike T u m er:
"I knew I wanted Christ in
The junior forcontrol of my life," Turner said.
ward from
Turner next met his roomNashviHe. Tenn.,
mate, Aaron Page, who is also on
averages seven
the basketball team. Page was
minutes and 2 ·6
already walking with God. They
points per con2
became friends immediately.
·
;~:tt!:'e ~~~~s
..We ended up together
through God's will," Page said.
to the will of Christ."
Turner has been here for two
and a half years now. He has
Patton said he has great charbecome a devoted interdenomi- acter and leadership qualities.
national Christian through the
"His parents did a great job
Campus Outreach program.
r aising him," he said. "Mike's
"Mike has a hunger and desire faith is true. He is the same perto see people come in contact son on and off the court. His
with the Lord," Patton said. partnership with God has pro"Mike is a ministry leader for vided strength for the team and
Outreach and is committed to everyone that knows him."
spiritual multiplication. He
When there is a home game,
strives to live his life according Patton leads the team devotion-

al. Turner and Page share this
duty when traveling.
Turner said when he first
devoted his life to Christ, the
team tested him.
"Not to their discredit; it's natural," he said.
The team not only accepts him
now, but also appreciates him.
Rod Murray, forward from
Montgomery, Ala., said Turner
is a great motivator.
"He's never negative," he said.
"It feels good to know that Mike
Turner will always be there for
you."
Aubrey Reese, guard from
Auburn, Ala., said, "Mike's spirituality is a huge asset for the
team. When Mike leads the
devotional, he says that we ·are
all one, that there is no ·r in

team."
Turner said he used to play
basketball for the love of the
game, but now plays as if God
was his coach.
"I play for the glory of God," he
said.
Some people have called him a
"Bible-thumper" and "Jesus
Freak." He does not mind. Actually, those are the people he
would like to talk to.
He is not a robot.. Turner
cracks jokes, cuts up and does a
hilarious Jim Carey impersonation.
Turner is not only a motivator
and a leader, he is also an accurate three-point shooter. He won
the three-point contest at Fan
Jam '98 by defeating Page in the
final. He only averages about

seven minutes a game, but it
does not concern him.
"I'd Pe lying if I said that I
want to sit on the bench and not
play," he said. "l just want to be
able to contribute."
Turner is a good student, too.
He has maintained a solid 3.0
GPA through five semesters and
is the only member of the men's
basketball team on the OVC
Honor Roll.
His famiJy is very supportive
and his parents are at every
game. His older brother, Jeff, is
a former professional basketball
player and now does color commentary for the Orlando Magic. '
Upon graduation, Turner
wants to be a campus minister.
He said he will go wherever God
leads him to spread the gospel.
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M SU indoor track. places high ·at 51 U
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
A SSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State men's and women's
indoor track teams had some old -and new
faces leading the charge a t last weekend's
McDonald's/Saluki Invit ational on the campus of Southern Illinois University.
The new face for MSU was Natalie Chandler. Chandler, freshma n from Barbados,
got third place in ' the high jump with a
height of 5-7 112.
This was her first jump as a Murray State
student.
More important, however, is the fact her
j ump put her among the top five high jumps
in MSU history. The indoor record is 5-9

while the outdoor record is 5-10.
Chandler said she was glad to get the
j ump over with .
"This was my first competitive jump since
August," Chandler said. "It felt great to get
the j ump over so well, and it helped me get
over the anxiety of the meet. There's always
room for improvement.
"This was my first jump in an indoor
arena," Chandler said. "The equipment is
also really nice."
Other top women's finishers were Brookley Longworth, who fini shed third in the
3,000-meter run, Amy Williams, who finished fourth in the shotput and the women's
distance medley relay, which finished in second place.

The top men's finishers were Chuck J ones,
who finished first in the 5,000-meter r ace,
Keith Jared, who finished third in the 3,000meter run, Jon Cargill, who finished fourth
in the shotput and the men's distance medley relay, who finished in second place.
Track Head Coach Bob Doty said both
teams are looking good for the upcoming
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament.
"We've got the conference tournament in
two weeks on Feb. 20," Doty said. "We'r e
getting in shape and gaining confidence for
that tournament."
The indoor track teams will be in competition again this weekend when they travel to
Indiana University to compete in a field of
23 teams.

Racer football signs 13 new players
"This group supplements wha t we did a t
mid-year to give us a
very strong class."
These
13
new
recruits a re in addition
to the 12 players
recruited last semester.
MSU, who went 7-4
last season and finished second in the
Ohio Va lley Confe rence, g«?t new players
where they needed it

STAFF REPORT

The Murr ay State
Racers signed 13 new
recruits Wednesday to
add to the Racers' 1999
football
recruiting
class. The 1999 class
has come from 12 different states.
"We're very pleased
with wha t we got
accomplished Wednesday," MSU Head Coach
Denver Johnson said.

most , on defense. The
Racers are losing eight
starters on defense
next season because of
graduation.
"I think we really
I
addressed our needs on
the defensive line, at
linebacker and in the
secondary," J ohnson
said.
Wednesday's signings wer e highlighted
by three loca l products.
Quarterback Stewart

Double Team

Racer recruits from Wednesday
Player, Position, Hometown
•James Bridges, DT, Hickman
• Gamer Byars, LB, Louisville
•Joshua Catlett, DB, Hopkinsville
• Stewart Childress, QB, Princeton
•Julius Coates, OL, Rockford, Ill.
•Valentine Ejilika, DT, Houston
•Jerrold Fuqua, RB, Princeton
• Brandon Harper, DT, Vandalia,
Ill.
• Edward Johnson, LB, Florence,
Miss.
• Zach Keys, FS, Memphis, Tenn.
• Willie Menifee, DB, Madill, Okla.
• Aaron Scott, OL, Jeffersonville,
Ind.
•Jacob Williams, OL, Blanchard,
Okla.

Childress and running
back Jerrold Fuqua
helped lead Caldwell
County High School to
the Kentucky Class 2A
state championship in
1998.
.
They are joined by
Fulton County High
School defensive tackle
James Bridges.
Six of the 13 players
signed on Wednesday
were from the junior
college ranks.

Danny Voweli!The News

Danelle Watts, junior from Detroit, trie s t o
escape a double team in the Lady Racers' 77-55
victory over Eastern Kentucky Tuesday night.
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rhe si..'rc:r.r ot Ar 6
ConjU'JtulatiOOll FJi :md HoUy on your
bv:z~ic:no. • )'OUr ...~ in Art.
Coasiderir18 J1bortJon1 Call IJfeHauw.
7S~OO

llfblc: M<-"'"-'R<'
-

7S9-~17]

AUS CI.Ufl MEI:mNG~ t·vc:ry Tucsdzlr/
l11Ur\;(by iii «''I"'" IIJII. l<nt;l!l7al4:
p.m. New nlCmbcr.ll'.'l:'icnmd

r

NOTICES
STEEL lll!IWING)) SAI.t·, • ~.000+ >UL.~

40xl1oxH S9,094 . 'illx7S,H. Sll.27'>;
5(}xJ(A)xl(i, $16.ti"T'.l; llOx)lJOxl6, SJ8•.l6J.
Mm•-,ll'ra~e hulldlnll-'· 40x 160, ~2 umL<.
$16.'llt frL'C bn,.·hurt.'~ www.:<enundl><.&iiLilnP.~.cnm ScnUnc•l Huildmj!.~. ~
-i!7.07!Xl, e_)(ten..,u,n 79
l)TEEL COVTRAl.TORSI • Factof)· du·a1
1;;1\"inf('l 00 CQCllrllCr<i:JI MN<.1Ufl:S' 40'x6Q",
W'x7S' 60'xl00', 60'xl75", I!O'x200',
IOO'x!OO', & . llX.rxm· F.u.1ory c:&nedbtiom. ~ conlrxtOr dOCoont> R00-

7.. 1·9262nt •30
MY~ "NO• CALL US
ll~)% & 12~ loom
PurdlJI." ' and rt•h•~<<n<.-c. rumed down
~l-.c:Wilt'rt:l IJUJt• <If no <'ljliiiY• l.o:IO.\ for

WilEN Tiill flANK
Con:;ohd.u.: dd>1 .

all m.-dir. MiLlwot N:uoonal Mortjpge
fiJnc. Inc. Clll lull free llAA-~308.
Hll> U.:, •7~: HUD lx. .,It WI ·
00003.
NO OOWNPA YMtN17 • Probk-m crt'\Lt.'
Own rhc: horne: yuu llrt'l.l 11<>". wdhoul a
blJ4 downpaymcnr C••npletc fill:tnC&ng if
qualilic:d. 1"-'G~·t>r)(e linn>e Alkmt·e H4JO.
\4HHH4
$$$ FOR ... VARI!"TV • Of l<>nK-11-'tTn
ln<."<>mt: );!reams. ] G \J/t'ntworth

~231-

~J7~.

RP.fiNANCF. rAST! • Over-the·pho,.,"k."t.-d ..a-ood dJ;IIK~_, CmJil ~
BJnkru(ll~)~l'orcclosu~l\!
SL.Irting
untlrt ~· APR H.tnj. PIJ11nwn C:ip!Lll
1\.monwitle lc:nd<'f
8(](1..(,<)9.1..1');1)

www.pl.umunwapu.il n>m

SALE

<;omputcr (or :1ak!!l I./IIMliror, 211.1!
lil<~tlt-m CI>·ROM Dnw. J.IO<>tl lnr ~urhnR
ti><' wd> Uml wfitlnl( fl.l(l<•ntatlf6P4SK·

~ D ll 7'13-(1% a.•k for T<)'.].J

\\'Olff' TA'IiNJNG BfllS • T;m Ul horne.
lluy <.l~te•1 <.~nd sm:! Cornmo:n:bl or hornr
unllil fmm $199.00. tow monthly Jl:l)'•
rnent.• I'~ color CluloR C:illl<><by, lfJ().
;!'142·1310

AB!P. • One ye'Jr c:1<(lerio:nce rtlJUlrt-..1 1n
A<."(.·ounL• l';&f'Jhle, Acc.'IIUill' Ra'Civablc:
und C.•lle11k>11. IBM ~~>mpultT c:xpenc:ll<"<"
skill~ U 111\N Mall h."-Uille to: Aun: Con110llt:r. 101 C'.•on;.ume r 111nc, Fronkft\rt, KV
40(101

AIM HIGH. UP TO S9,lli)O enlislnl<:Ot
ll<mus, if you qwllfy! Air 1'orc1! trJininll
and ~>n c:an hdp }TIU rt::ICh t"allr
~Is. For :an inlomulion p;x:kc:t. call I·
80042J.USAP or vt.lt www.lllrforce.l'OOl

WOl.FI' TAN!'liNG B~I)S ANil SUI>I'Uf:S .
Rc..Jdl'nti:ll or curnmerd:~l at wholcc>akO •II10U lree 1!77-HH.z..ti~.H

TAKF. C'..HAHGE OP YOUR UFll IN 199Y •
~hoiJ"h'l" uv:ul:1hle 10 younjl atllill:l
ugt:'> 1~24 lmuwtliatc opemnM,• ~~ Kcn·
naa OO".. - "'""" ·
, _ . -UJ<:k¥ llllllpUII:ll.. 'l'r.ilDing ln c:u:pr:91y,
"-""' P: . ....~. '"'A$ $3tlA COMPLt~•c. •
el~trlcal bWilne:tO, hc:;alth c~rs 'llUill
l'lew ~t!'x'll' p<>n! ,.;lit ~.leek, fc~·c. f~rt:r.
repair ~I 1~ C.I!O!Ilillft
'dlpto.
hncr, .un<l rl1rln:! lOOK! fi":!n<ina_ •~n.-c
rna flltlgt:arn il~':l!bhle. Hou.,jng. lllC:Ib,
~'::ttmg &..'\liCe. "''1436-W••· k&!i ::opeITlt'diclland loll pb'-entcnl pm•U::d Job
c:ul .9c Ap(ll. 0 A.C..
Q;wp.,.IJ.S, 0.-pannlt.'IU of 111bnr proSI.oT MAO IISF.S .~ Jl"KEBOX'S • Cfull
!(12111. C:lll lotb)110)..~i0';2.
btZcl for your home. Huy now and 11:1\c.
INSTAJ.UR'S NI'F.OFI> POR SAllllrrP..
Free ~l:IIOfl ~2-7568 (Nt'f 'iO It>
Prln1<:$1.1r, IJ~'• anJ Do.tl All of Kcntudey
<l~•.....c f1t"n
Mu.'l have n w n !rut·k ;~nd uJOI-. Only
1'001. I'RICP. BkfAK . Whe-n you buy
dt:fkndahlc apply Plenlf of work. Clll
t'Jrlyl • liuf* 19'x3J' o.d. Pout w ilh .\1.1~
~OCJ..2'10-nJ5
tk't·k, kn...: :ond nl~o;r iu'll ~t 101' )(,
DRIVERS. Owner Op,,. f<•d hk.: you·., in
lm:~nclng!
Prulc,;s,onal
ln,r.&IIJhon
n~'l.ltr:ll' Nu Cmadr, I'.'YC and NE, Mim·
rt:<(U•n.-d, additiotul <nil. Call 11~1 fh."e,
mum 2.3 ye-ar ,.,ith I ~ CYTR COL
Rr.n-7~. Um1ted 3=.
w/ HJ.zrn:IL Pa..-;dlaU Truck 1.incs.. ~
TAN-.arm ueos - Facwry dtn:ct. Alford- 04QS
:lhlc home l:tnnlnK ')'l<lt'Yll\ ,.itfl ~r.m
DRIVER.\ • Tt:aMp<Xt .\mt'ric:l ;1nd :1 Ill!."
l<"t'd pt.'ffonn:rn,..,. No m<>r..• tmning .uk>n
=--;~-._.1 tnldc dn'mll school an"l"pl•nll
h.1:to.l...,. 'I ~n rn cornlorv'tnn\'~'flkfl('(' of
:&(lplt•:u...n., Hxrcnmcc:d sun up tn ~13

fl"''"'

ldlooi

your uwn hom.:! l!llu-l74·1744,

<=~' pt·r mile. l4pt:rienn'\l
07~. S!u<kn~' llllll·II'!'Hl'\0';.

1/ 2

FOR RENT
ll>~<l.!e-3 bt...troom. J ruth. fritljlt', w / d .
r.m~. dose: to ,·~mpu:<. 759-9746

HELP WANTED
Ynulh <>rwtnlz:tuun fu, lmux~hJl(' npen..
lnjl fuo p:1ld Pru!(r.•m AiJt·.>. l)ur•~•
fn..tudc:
pro,·idlnjl
wr:.:kly
rn'Kr:lmnl•nll/>p.:ci:JI c-t!nl.• for gro'-'P.'
'TrJonmg w&ll be provi<k:tl. Hour> 1\o•l~c.
lnwn.~ed 3pplic3nt.• should t'-'bm&t

rt..-..umc/upply ~I 711

jc:ffL'f!«>rl

Sl,

1'-.ldU<.~

Jh. )I.Y 42001 .

Chri.\tJan Youth Goordinrdor K r.hru 11,
fl:ll1 rirn.:, nu dcgn:.: rnJUlred. :icml
ro.unt• In F1N Oln-.1un Chur<h, 1'0 Box
.?~7. lknhm. KY 4202~

Nnrthc.tY or C:rn.u.U. No ln;~duill or
unloo.dmg. MlniHlUIIl 2.3 yt:a!> \\lth I ye!:lr
llX).~~-

PROfESSIONAL MU'.S-PERSON WA~·
EJ) • f"Of h ,111 u"-:a 1u markcc t.Jntquc
finand:al prudH>t llrtiUnd counry le-~dc-r.
Shoukl he nwun.:, Wt:lt Krot.'mt:d, and
W':lnl l'l C:lfn 10 ""'l~' of ~)Q,UO\J (>l•r
yt::lr. Call

llob Taylor, RM-340·324l.

....TIF.NTlO~ Tli!JCK DRIVERS • No
c:xrcrit'ncc rx"t.,.)cc.l-<: 0 1.. trJmins provlti~- E:lm

up to S9711.a week. nn ~mfllor·

mc:nt C\lfllr.t<ll We 11<-..'lll\c:ntud<y tr:lln<.'CI
:~nd ~•1><-'rienc:ed
5(1';5

Sat ., Feb. 14,
10 a.m.- 4 p.m.
We Ship UPS

n""'· W<.-k fl~x•hlc hour.~, Enjoy unhnlll·
ed C".lflllnj!.> C.otll 10!1 tree. S!lS-9-Il-40~3

Master card
Visa
Discover

JudiEill Board
Meeting at 4:30 p.m. on
Thursday Feb. 11
3rd floor Curris Center
Tennessee Rm.

Jtiwr.; 110\\1 801).()14-

AVOtl: PROI>t:cni • SWt )'"'rnwn hu.<j..

Price Ranges to suit Every one
sav e 1 0 01o t hrough February w / MSU ID
Call or Fax
your order
753-0921
753-6909 Fax

DRIVF.RS. OVER l l fH ROAI> • 3'> ~'Ut""

Flat wllh ,KJe<, b!c mudd
j )'C:lfll c:~ SUn

<l.'lfiVa\tiOIUk
;a mile

30C - ~3C

+ bcndi!:<. C:tll ~-6648. $1.2~ Sislnon 8onus.
DRIVERS WANTEI >• l'rofdsl<>ll.ll CY!'R, (I
y.-a_r. expeocnn:l T/f tlnwn; Only 1he
~ lll<lOV:II<.'ci, li:ll...i)' On>UIIo.:tl . a.IC<I

~pply

We !>ltc:-r: li•lltM:k~. big hood.,. hig
l'or mon: lnf<) on our 411
!Oble npention· <:':Ill Elitt' t>xp•<'SS at: ll004-11-4311!.
nllb~ ~nd ~J

DRIVERS - Gl'<.':ll p;~y! Honl('(unr' /lbkc:
up to 35C :1 mile TcmBc l3rnily bencfll.,.
Jlome weekly. C]lN a,Jc our dow"!> Or
~II ~WORK-i·t.:S, Avrnn El(p~
I'On.
I'RP.H TRUCK D RIVER 'T ilAININC. - Wilh
no <llntmcL' or payl'l;~t'ks, nn P"'"'un:,
hont.'""

=,,. ..,,... Clll now ll0U-Ilf\"-72A4

DRIVER cOVENANT TRANSPORT '.
SI,OOO s~ honu.'l lor Ell(l C<>nlfXU))'
tither.< ~1-4}9-1, 0wnt."f.()pctlll<)r1;,
all ilif8.667-.3729 Bud Mo.·rc:r Truck lirri
Rdri!(<."tlllt-d Hauling. QdJ toll t= ffT7·

U!}-639; .-.oln tlriwm ond corum~lnr'>

lljKJ-4·13·

OTR W1!h h:wn:ll, Pa...Uull Truck Llnt::l

Gift Baskets • Delectable swiss cheese
• jelly Belly Gift Items
• Imported Foods • Valentine Candies

1Oth & Arcadia
a.m. - s p.m.

m .30 '-"'Y·' CdadtMl l'ruck lng S.:rvite>,
toc. llJO.729-9no

TRAVEL

I>RIV!'R~. Onl • N() Nt.-w York Ctlv, No

Why buy the same ol' Tired Rose & Card1
English Farms, Inc. is
Cupid's Connection to a unique Valentine's gift

M· F 9

fl.W p;~cka~. re~rn..-H' . snlos 32C
III(IU<b bonu-e•. .<;;~1"<1)' ~mJ lonJI<!VifY
hnnll'1:2>1 !!(»(, dm(l ..t hnuk, nn lou•h
ln:lj~hl , :1.' -'iiKn<.- d wnvt:nll<Hlal f"'iKhlllners, mil.,., miiC!I, mlk\'1, c:xn·llt·nr lx:neflt<

C.ANC\TN, AAHAMA.'i, PANAMA CITY.
FRF.E PAR11ES ANI> ORIN!(~ w11h
t;SA Sprmg llrelkl Call l·!l88-m..-4M2 10
honk your tnp to<by!
C.ct

~ Break Bllwn:l' Pany Ctui'<.~ 5
niJ!hr.. S279. lncludt.'l' nlC'~L, <1ml Fret- p;lr•
lit"~! Awe»>me bt:Jd>e<, NoghlhtC! lkp;lrts
fmm l'loridll CanCun &. j:&mJk':J $399!

""''

ll00-!H4-~2';3.

'TE.'INE.,SEF: LAKI! VIEW liAJ!GAIN • j
11<-res Wllh boo! do..:k Sl9.900. lk:l.urifull)'
\\'OIJ<lcd • Pt..._,.,"Ul:ll v;c,..·~. lo.::ucd at
Cf)..ul ck:lr mount.un lakt!, nc:xt 10 18
hole !(nil n>\lr,;d Pa'·ed mod>. Ut•hro.
11<•ll• l•'llt~ l.ow, low fln;u'l<inj!. t::•lllnnc:
\1nun~un !'hun::; I1QW llQO.ifl4·315-l !!XI
17'ill.
MO(Nl'AIN CARYN-. HI U<' , n~:k ,
S3'J.9<Xl. l nc:n.•tllhk.- TN rTIClllnl!lln v~'W5
lrnm rlu:• Wf)' prt-.-:1tc, "~">dctl ~K.111nK
Bonu.<: ........-..t.'\1 x.-..-., to ~7.01..K") ::tu" 1111
Wtldhfe M.tn:I).'CJ!knt Ar.::~. ll'cn:lh:m
flll:lncilljl. C:lll Tlmbt-rlinc of TN n<!Vt·ll001114-9\l6S, ea. tll<IJ
A SEAl "Tlrt ll CAi';ouuc;•n· . Old·fa,h•orw<l W<·tklmR Oupcl <>><'f~ >OklllM nn·r,
Smoky .lilountams, TN. Hc>n-c·l)r.lwn <'arrtll(t". c.ahtn~. f:l<.'"UZZI, nrd.llnc.·d nunJ.-.u:rs,
nn "-"'~' Ht<Jrtb nLI 1!()().-~·197 <VOW1il
hrrp://w~.ht'.irWnd\l.t.u~rtj!.t"l>fll

~lounra!M. an:a.•
l1lOr\l hc-o~uriful d'~:~pd.<, onl.11~ min~

Gl!f MARRIED • Sm<)lq·

Jl.:rs, cornplt.'tl: :ur.m~ts, h<>n<.;
'thoorv famllr Glhcn•, bre-~thuldni! '1~.,...,

Wedtlm11 ~rr:angclll<:nt> llll0-A9J.7274.
Va<.-:Jiir>n kx!l(li1.1C, Ht().(>j4-5/114
NFW 1.()(; WEI>DI"'G CHAPEl , • G~lhrt·

huf)(. T•·nne•-.cc. You·u -.ave w11h \lr.'int.<'r
and Vak11hne'.< '(lc:Cl:ib-plu.... 1'«-.: l~lkt·.•,
vidt·<>!(r.iphy. Satblactkln I(WrJnU·t-<..1 ffl'<:
p;1rkmg I'~'Y mani:lgo:- 1..:.-n~ Tull·fr~~'

lf17.o~jO·.H3H.
//29"99 ACROSS
I. ShQppt...t
:~round

1!. AY•akcn.'
Y. llu>n
HI. llnio
II. r•.,Jit"urc:

~pnn!lhrenkrr:&vd.c(>n1 I-!!(~J-67&63A6

Spong B~.tk Pnn:tmJ <:lty Sll91 Bc~lrtl·
<>:tlk Room w( kitth<:n l"c~r "' duh.-.! 7
p;~rtu:s-FREE dnnk:l! l>::t)tOil;l $1491 South
Belch Sll9! C.otiXI lkach $14'1. ~P"'*
hn.·Jkrr..,·d ~urn I-II(U.678.63116
M ILLION OOUAR

VII!W!'!i 3Z Acn.-s

S29.91JO 2JJIX> luot creeklron1 Big h:m.l'W<><Id '<'lt•nK In T~'fl~<ce ITI• IUiliJin'
f'rtV"Jt~ 3L'Ce'>~ co lt<>r;c rrnlb :~nd .wblc:'
t;~.. l fin:Jndng. C:•ll "llrubcrHnt• of TN

19.!0.

d<1

1\EJI<TliCKY J.Al\EFROIIIT • I~ a<·re:>,
$.'19,900. 1J1ke propc:ny nni><•Juhlul und•,;.
"'wr..-..1 b k.:. Small town. n•unuy llv•nK
Mc-JdUWh, woud.-;, vft-w' .md ~Unbl'l 4
>;e;'"'n', Y<":lr mt.Jnd bn;alln~o~ & fbh•ng

H . Un:1hlt·
1~ .

Aglu't

17 RU<k~>:~~k
JQ Skl•

23.. .o\jo~rt>und
:l·I.Solll:r
zs Sr'l<-:1:11
duuhcr

Congratulations to the Newest Members O f

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc.:
Soror Martina Buckley
Soror Melissa Green ·
Soror Shunda Johnson
Sorror Elana Kornegay
Soror Willie Mae Lindsey
00-00P My Sorors!!

DOWN
I Sn:tlu
2. CX·:lllru

3.

P~<CI

~.

I>OI.,lCU

S. lUlling,
6. liPI
7. !>Jnk<-N
12. lka
13 l:ll;t>Wb
li l'pn~<~f:l

16.

Acidi~

ts. c..-rk

20 tuhol.>

21 , St·rc:•·
2l ASCI

Clues ACROSS

Clues DOWN
1. Theatrical performer

3. Currl·lll 111111

7. Ovcrllows
R. Darns
9. Rotk•, tn a w:1y

2. Hagwccd

t lhin mcmhr.me :tround

the lungs

10. Orc-•.un(jke

I I. Auricle
12. French rnoney

1·t Horne:;
17. Truant

') Carry too far
6. Acu\~.Itc, in o way
12, SuJx:rvi"c~ !lying
1). Fm~

.H . Kind of profit~
24. B:~scb:dl st;~t
2S. Sym!X>l of t.hs~r:tct:
26 Kind of rope
27. S<:omd half of an inning
iH. Topics
29. Prmnotion;ll matcriab

IS. T:1wm

16. Roman god l)f the :;un

HI.

F:t~tcn

19 Second-t<ri.L.'it inning
20. Emotional :~hock
21. FliL"fS
22 G:tincd
2 3 Mortified

Have your Qown
custom made
for your sprinl}
formal

at Plrouet1e

Fashions

Located at 114 South ~th Street
Downtown Murray 767-8~79

China 'House
1608 Hwy. 121 North By-pass
(Near curves for Women

• Aromatherapy candles
• Unique stationery and books
• Antiques and lovingly-used items
for home and garden
·custom floral arrangements
• Gift certi ficates and Bridal Registry

753-0508
Mon.· Fri.

.1gcm

j . Digressions

"Jf s f oue flt 3 irst .Bite"

•

•
•
•

Ne-ws
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car to investigate, but the man woman said he had to know the
was gone. He escaped from layout of the building. He had
Continued from Page 1
view heading east toward Mr. to change his direction of travEd's Coffee Shop.
el in order to accost her again
Joe Green, director of Public from the Quad. Even if. she
the man standing outside that
door exposing himself again.
Safety, said the officers did not had not approached the other
This time she tried some- find anyone fitting the man's door, he knew she had visual
access to the door as she
thing else. She pointed and description.
"We (Public Safety) can't walked away.
laughed
insultingly.
She
"It shocked me that anybody
t urned around and walked spend a lot of time looking for a
down the hall, eventually flasher we can't identify," he would get out in public and do
that,.. the woman said. "I think
approaching the students said.
The man's name is still they think it's funny. That it
working in the newsroom of
unknown. The woman request- · just a big joke."
"The Murray State News."
The woman reacted the only
"Look outside. Can you see ed anonymity for her personal
him? A man just exposed him- safety. The man knows the way she knew how. If
self to me. Is he there?" she hours she works and in which approached with a similar situsaid, requesting assistance. building she works. She does ation, Green suggests similar
She then dialed 2222 and not want him to fmd her hom~ reactions.
as well, just in case.
"Scream or get someone's
reported the incident.
Reflecting on the events, the attention." Green said. "Divert
Public Safety dispatched a

FLASHER

HOPKINSVILLE
Continued from Page 1

Madisonville Technical College and
Murray State to build additional
buildings on the acquired land if the
need should ever arise.
.
Brian Armstrong, spokesperson for
the KTCTS, said Mike McCall, presi-

.

·dent of KTCTS, and University President Kern Alexander have met to discuss the plans.
"Dr. McCall felt like it was a good
meeting, but it would be pre-mature to
discuss the specifics until the board
hears the plans first," he said.
Alexander introduced the concept of
a six-building complex late last year,
which would require more land than

T he M urray State News
February S, 1999

someone's attention to yourself."
Know where the yellow safety telephones ~ are located on
campus, Green said. They can
be used to call Public Safety
while keeping a perpetrator in
view.
On the other hand, Renae
Duncan, assistant professor of
psychology, said people should
try not to react.
"These flashers are usually
looking for some sort of reaction," Duncan said. "Turn
around, walk away and report
it to the police.
"Incidents such as this tend
to be anxiety-related," she said.
"As the anxiety levels build,
flashers find a release in expos-

the HCC campus would allow. The
complex also raised concern with Gorden Davies, president of the Council
on Postsecondary Education, who had
not previously heard of the plans.
"We know we only have approval for
one building," Yates said. "The conceptual master plan is strictly that, a concept."
Debbie McGuffey, spokesperson for

ing themselves to others."
Although flashers are usualThe person has found when ly releasing anxiety, flashers
he or she feels anxious, some- do not usually pose any kind of
how or another, the anxiety danger.
tends to disappear when they
"In the vast majority of cases,
expose themselves to others, there is no danger whatsoevDuncan said.
er," Duncan said. "We typically
Other, more socially accept-- don't think of them as dangerable methods of anxiety release ous, but there is always that
are available. Duncan suggests possibility."
.
talking to friends, using relaxThe woman thought of the
ation techniques or reading a
incident as a childish prank.
good book. Anything to relax is
Except for the unavoidable
acceptable.
Duncan said there is defi- teasing from coworkers and
nitely a sexual component in friends, she went unharmed.
"My experiences with them
these actions. Often the perpefor
the most part is they are
trator may not feel secure with
not
dangerous," Green said.
women or may not have experi"But
you never know. The next
enced many good intimate relaone
may
be."
tionships.

the CPE, said the council has not seen
the new land proposal between Murray State and the KCTCS, but knows
the two have been in discussions
about the agreement. She said Davies
has always supported a single project.
"The center and the expanded campus are separate issues," McGuffy
said. "The General Assembly has
approved the funding for one building.

The one we have money in hand to do.
The other is just an idea."
Last week the committee created by
Alexander to advise the University on
the regional postsecondary education
center became a permanent advisory
group. The committee, composed of
Hopkinsville residents, elected Don
Henderson as chairman and Wynn
Radford as vice-chairman.

uland
oksellers

•

FINE QUALITY USED BOOKS

we sen, buy and trade: paperbacks, hardbacks,
out of print books and collecclbles.
Internet searches available!
443-0805 1 2225 Broadway 1 Paduach, KY 42001
Come visit our Virtual Tour at booked4u@apex.net
over 300 fine books with pictures and desciptions

school days
till spring
Break!

Don't forget
only 2 7 more
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•Reversible Jackets
•Warm ups
•Fleece Separates
•Nylon Windwear
•All-Purpose Jackets
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SPORTING OOODS
~~EVERYTHING

C .h estnut St.

FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE,

Murray

753-8844

